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March 24, 2022 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING 

WESTERN CURRENCY FACILITY 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76131 

Re: FOIA Request No. 2022-BEP-00016 

On January 24, 2022, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP), Office of the Chief 
Counsel received your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U. S.C. 
§ 552 and the Privacy Act of 1974 (PA), 5 U.S.C. § 552a, for a digital electronic copy of 
the following documents from the Burson-Marstellar contract pertaining to the 
Introduction of Redesigned Currency. 

Document 3: $5 Wrap Report Final - Summary of $5 Program (2007) 

Document 6: $100 Unveiling Wrap Report Final (2010) 

Document 9: $100 Benchmark Research Report (2009) 

Document 10: $100 Feature Name Group Findings (2008) 

Document 12: $100 PPT Lorelei Pagano Briefing Final (2009) 

Document 19: BEP $100 Program Refresher Meeting (2009) 

Document 20: BEP Unveiling Plan Ukraine (2010) 

Document 21: BEP Content Integrated Task - Minutes from 
Meeting (2009) 

Document 80: BEP TO35 _ -.37 Stakeholder International Meeting Minutes 5/20/08 
(2008) 

Document 81: BEP TO3 5 and TO3 7 Meeting Minutes 2-18-10 (2010) 



Document 82: BEP TO37 International Meeting Minutes 9-16-20 (2010) 

Document 108: BEP TO37 International Meeting Minutes 7-28-10 (2010) 

Document 109: BEP T037 International Meeting Minutes 7-20-10 (2010) 

Document 110: BEP T037 International Meeting Minutes 7-22-10 (2010) 

Document 113: Azerbaijan $100 Unveiling Plan (2010) 

Document 114: Kazakhstan $100 Unveiling Plan (2010) 

Document 115: Russia $100 Unveiling Plan (2010) 

Document 116: Ukraine $100 Unveiling Plan (2010) 

Document 117: Introduction of the $100 in Russia, 2-26-10 (2010) 

Document 118: BOE Meeting April 2008 (presentation to Bank of England) (2008) 

Document 124: International Unveiling Presentation 4-26-10 (2010) 

Document 148: Taiwan Currency Trends 7-18-08 (2008) 

Document 170: TO15 Wikipedia Treatment 11-9-07 (2007) 

Document 208: TO36 Revised $100 Note - Wikipedia proposed (2010) 

Document 209: TO36 Social Media Commentary Policy and Protocols 3-9-10 (2010) 

Document 217: TO46 Interactive US Currency Social Media Assessment 10-21-2010 
(2010) 

Document 218: TO3 $5 and $100 Benchmark Report Sept 2007 (2007) 

Document 248: TO18 Messaging Research Presentation 1/08 (2008) 

Document 269: TO26 Stakeholder BEP Meeting Book 11-6-08 (2008) 

Document 271: TO26 Stakeholder Meeting Minutes 11-6-08 (2008) 

Your request has been processed under the provisions of the FOIA, 5 U. S.C. § 552. The 
majority of these records have been destroyed based on the BEP Records Schedule. 
However, hard copies of four responsive records with a total of 121 pages were located in 
the Office of External Relations that had not been destroyed yet. After carefully 
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considering these records, I am releasing these 121 pages in full. There will be no fees 
assessed. 

Sincerely, 

/v Ltnda, Bauejl 

Linda Bailey 
Disclosure Officer 
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$100 Feature Name Research 

US and International 
October 20, 2008 
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Qualitative Research Methodology 

Timing: 

Audience: 

September 8- September 30 

General Population in the United States (U.S.), Panama, 
Peru, Russia, Ukraine, and South Africa 

Methodology: 34 (1 O domestic and 24 international) Mini Focus Groups 

Explore reactions to feature names for the new $100 bill Objectives: 

Audience 

United States (St. Louis/New 10 (3/3/4) 100 9/8, 9/10 & 
York City and Los Angeles) 9/15 

Russia (Moscow) 4 40 9/16 

Ukraine (Kiev) 4 42 9/18 

Peru (Lima) 4 32 9/23 

Panama (Panama City) 4 32 9/25 

South Africa (Capetown) 8 64 9/29-9/30 
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Topics for Discussion 

• Feature Drill-down: 
► Summary Across Features 
► Colloquialisms, Utility, Name Ratings and What Works/ 

Doesn't Work: 
o Motion Feature 
o OVI 
o See-Through 100 

• Authentication Behavior 

• Research Conclusions & Recommendations 
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Summary 

Motion 

3-D 
3-D Ribbon 3-Dcaused 

Motion Feature Hologram $$$ Security Ribbon 
some confusion 

Tape I Ribbon I in South Africa 
Strip 

Color 
Color Shifting Ink doesn't Color changing 

$ Ink translate in OVI Chameleon 
Color Changing Russia/ 

(Panama, Russia 
Ink Ukraine 

& Ukraine) 

See-through 
can mean 

Number transparent in 
See-through 100 Hidden 

$ See-through Spanish 
Feature Puzzle Number Front-to-back 

Light confusing in 
Russian/ 
Ukrainian 
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Motion Feature: Colloquialisms 

• The motion f~ature is considered to be very interesting 
and 1mpress1ve 
► "It is different." - St. Louis general population 
► "I like the first ... because I haven't seen it in any other currency. The others are more common." - Peru general population 
► "If compared to other features, this feature is just new." - Ukraine general population 
► It's more difficult to fake; it's safer and gives me more security and it's easier to find too." - Peru general population 
► "As a security feature/ like it more. More interesting, more peculiar. This ribbon is stitched as if it is interwoven there." -

Russian General Population 

• Many describe it as difficult to counterfeit 
► "I think this is a difficult feature to duplicate for counterfeiters, the other thing that it does is you automatically know that this 

is real." - St. Louis 
► "I think it would be good, it must be difficult to copy." - Peru general population 
► "The most difficult to fake is ribbon." - Ukraine general population 
► "The ribbon. [The strip.] The ribbon. It seemed like the most difficult to counterfeit." - South Africa general population 
► "It looked, to me, that it might be very difficult to counterfeit." - South Africa general population 

• Words related to motion, 3-D, hologram and tape/ribbon 
are popular top-of-mind terms for the feature 

► 
► 
► 

"That's really easy, it comes right at you, there's no hidden thing about it, slightest movement and it comes right at you" -
New York general population 

"Hologram strip." - Los Angeles general population 
"3-D security." - Panama general population 
"Security Strip" - South Africa general population 
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Motion Feature: Utility 

• The motion feature is the most likely to be used to 
authenticate bills 
► "I like the other, the top one because it's easy and simple." - St. Louis general population 
► "I would have to say the first one, it's the fastest way." - Peru general population 
► '11st feature] It's easx, and it's noticeable. You will always see that one even when you forget about 

actually looRing for if. n - South Africa general population 
► ''The first. I know very little about it. But it seems. It looks like it's not very easy to fake." - Peru 

general population 

• But some, especially older people, have trouble seeing the 
motiqn _in the strip, even after they have been given a 
descnpt1on 
► This is true in the U.S. and internationally 

o " .. . it looks like something that a slider could read but I can't tell if there is anything in it or if it's 
just tape." - St. Louis general population 

o ''The holr;gram effect. I am just wondering what that is? Is that a ... is that a person? What is 
that?" - Mew York general population 

o "But there you'd have to see very carefully to notice it." - Peru general population 
o "It makes you di~. It's like it changes the colo'.!_ or its like you are about to see something 

about there's nothmg. And it has liRe little dots, out wavy." - Peru general population 
o 'We definitely need glasses to see that." - South Africa general population 

► Some U.S. consumers are concerned that this feature would 
be difficult to see in the dark or in poor lighting 
o "I like it, the only thing I was thinking is what if it's dark - what if the restaurant is dark? Maybe 

it's better to have a way to scan it." - Los Angeles general population 
o "What if you are in dark light?" - St. Louis general population 
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I 

• 

Motion Feature: Name Ratings 

Across the majority of countries, '3-D ribbon' is 
considered the best name for the motion feature, 
followed closely by 'Security Ribbon' 
► South Africans are more likely to prefer 'Security Ribbon' because many 

did not understand the term '3-D' in this context 

3-D Ribbon 7.34 6.13 5.95 9.14 7.23 9.19 
Security Ribbon 7.49 6.84 6.18 9.19 7.46 7.38 

3-D Security Thread 8.35 9.36 7.24 9.19 10.21 8.52 

Image Shifting Security Ribbon 9.54 10.29 9.38 9.20 8.26 9.99 

Image Shifting Thread 9.76 11.53 11.21 9.76 10.24 10.98 

Image Shifting Security Thread 9.84 10.92 9.9 10.04 10.54 10.29 

Image Shifting Ribbon 10.2 8.97 9.36 9.99 8.71 10.45 

Woven 3D Security Thread 10.78 12.23 10.37 11.36 N/A 9.54 

Woven Security Ribbon 11 .07 11.09 10.04 11.72 11.02 10.14 

Woven Security Thread 11.44 11.34 10.52 12.34 11.83 10.6 

•summary scores= How meaningful average+ How appropriale average+ How much does name increase interest average+ How memorable average 
Score range is 4-16, where the lower the score the more meaningful, more appropriate, greater increase in interest and more memorable a name is 
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Motion Feature: What Works and What 
Doesn't 

• Security Ribbon and 3-D Ribbon resonate because of 
their simplicity and the fact that the names include 
commonly used words 
► "I like 3D Security Ribbon because it's simple but it tells me that it's supposed to move ... " - New York population 

► "/ just felt it [Security Ribbon] was concise and to the point." - St. Louis general population 

► "Security ribbon - in general, simple and clear." - Ukraine general population 

► "The simplest, easy to remember name is security ribbon." - South Africa general population 

► "3D security, the reason I added security is that I think it's important when making money to focus on security." - South 
Africa general population 

► "This security term is ve,y important, and it's really suitable. But it's the common one. It's the one we've heard throughout 
our lives: the security term." - Panama general population 

• Unfamiliar terms such as 'woven' and terms that do not 
properly describe the width of the feature, such as 
'thread' do not resonate 
► "Woven sounds complicated ... " - Peru general population 

► "What are we doing here. We are talking money. Woven is too broad a word." - St. Louis general population 

► "It's not fit for referring to money." - South Africa general population 

► "It is ve,y important in respect of the notions "ribbon" and "thread". Ribbon is wider, and thread is narrower, that is why I 
ask." - Russia general population 

► "It is a question what it is made of. But in our language, in our case in Ukrainian, thread is not associated with a wide strip. 
Is it for U.S. only?" - Ukraine general population 
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Motion Feature: What Works and What 
Doesn't 

• And the term image shifting is deemed too long 
and cumbersome, particularly in the U.S. 
► "The image shifting ribbon and the image shifting security ribbon, those words I thought they just 

seemed like too long to say. You just want to like get it out, boom, just say it." - New York general 
population 

► "I didn't like image shifting because I thought it was too vague and it opens to a suggestion, it opens 
you to think about, how it is shifting, where it is shifting, why it is shifting. It is too much. You need 
something to be concise." - New York general population 

► "Too wordy." - St. Louis general population 

• Translation Red Flag: While domestic and most 
international groups respond well to "3-D," some 
South African participants are confused by it 
► "Because it's written 3D Ribbon, and not 5D Ribbon?" - South Africa general population 

► 'Three dimension ... Three lines." - South Africa general population 

► "Like this name [3D] where does it come from ... ?" - South Africa general population 
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OVI Feature: Colloquialisms 

• Even before seeing the names, terms associated with 
color or color changing are most often used when 
describing the OVI feature 

o 'When I was looking at it I was like, you know, it is like a color shift or like it is kind of fading too. It fades 
into each color. That is really all I came up with because the colors are either just shifting or fading or 
one of the two adjectives." - New York general population 

o "It changes color.''.. Peru general population 

o "That golden color is like ... The golden stuff changes along with the green stuff." - Panama general 
population 

o "It changes from green to gold ... " - South Africa general population 

► Panamanians, Russians and Ukrainians also use the term 
'chameleon' when describing this particular feature 

o "Because if you do this, it has a streaked color, as if it were a chameleon" - Panama general population 

o "Like a chameleon."- Panama general population 

o ''Take chameleon, it reflects color change with refraction. Colors. It should be exact, precise and it should 
reflect what is happening in fact." - Ukraine general population 

o "Chameleon, something like that." - Russia general population 

o 'Well, if simply, in one word. Chameleon." - Russia general population 
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OVI Feature: Utility 

• Some participants have difficulty in detecting this 
feature, in the U.S. and internationally 
► The color change is seen as quite subtle 

o "I think it would be hard to find- minute detail" - St, Louis general population 

o "I don't see it. It's very subtle. " - New York general population 
o "I think it is very subtle." - St. Louis general population 

o "Not really [seen or knew about this before]." - Peru general population 

o "I don't know. The green stuff is faded." - Panama general population 
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OVI Feature: Name Ratings 

• Names involving 'color' and 'ink' are preferred across the 
board 

• Americans, Panamanians, Peruvians and Russians specifically prefer "Color 
Shifting Ink'' 

• While Ukrainians and South Africans are only slightly more responsive to the 
name "Color Changing Ink" 

Color Shifting Ink 7.29 6.02 7.71 8.59 9.36 8.94 

Color Changing Ink 7.84 8.97 8.2 9.99 9.05 8.43 

Color Reveal 9.51 10.74 11.33 12.47 9.64 10.61 

Tilt to Reveal 10.22 10.1 10.48 13.14 10.03 10.6 

Color Revealing Ink 10.55 8.98 9.91 11.33 10.46 10.03 

Tilt to Find 11.5 10.77 12.19 13.11 12.50 12.02 

Tilt to Find Ink 11.84 11.67 12.96 13.51 13.29 12.67 

Tilt and Hide 12.67 12.75 13.19 13.36 12.08 12.18 

"Summary scores= How meaningful average+ How appropriate average+ How much does name increase interest average+ How memorable average 
Score range is 4-16, where the lower the score the more meaningful, more appropriate, greater increase in interest and more memorable a name is 
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OVI Feature: What Works and What Doesn't 

• Names that focus on the color aspect - Color Changing Ink 
and Color Shifting Ink - resonate the most across the board, 
likely because they reflect top of mind reactions to the feature 

► The word 'changing' is liked because it is direct and simple to 
understand 

o "It's not shifting although it [Color Changing Ink] denotes movement but I think the majority of the public, 
color-changing ink is more direct, simple." - Los Angeles general population 

o "I like Color Changing Ink because when I was looking at it, that is what it was doing, changing colors, 
very simple" - New York general population 

o "Yes, this word change (shifting translated to Spanish) is simpler. I hear it every day. At the end it is the 
same." - Peru general population 

o "Because all / can see is changing colour. [Color Changing In General]" - South Africa general population 

o "Colour changing ink ... Exactly the way it is ... The money continuously change, self explanatory." - South 
Africa general population 

► While 'shifting' denotes more subtle color movement 
o "I picked it too because it [Color Shifting Ink] describes the action in which the color changes." - Los 

Angeles general population 

o "Color Shifting Ink because you have to shift it to change the color of the ink, green, gold." - New York 
general population 

o "It's more of a shift than a change, and it's also less of a reveal than a shift. Color Shifting Ink just 
sounded more like what it was, summed it up the best in my opinion." - New York general population 

o "[Color-shifting] Color - because it is colored, shifting - because the note is getting darker." - Ukraine 
general population 
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OVI Feature: What Works and What Doesn't 
• Translation red flag: The term 'ink' does not translate 

correctly into Russian or Ukrainian - when translated the 
word resembles something closer to the word 'paint' 
► '7he best for me is the fifth one, the worst - 'Color Changing Ink'. It does to meet the requirements, it is not ink. n -

Russia general population 

► '7he only one that can be marked is "color shifting" and the last one related to paints, but still it is not expressive. 
The others do not relate at all. n - Russia general population 

► '7here are not any inks here." - Ukraine general population 

► "I do not like the "inks". I do not see any connection with the note." - Ukraine general population 

• In addition, some internationally prefer a more specific term 
for the OVI feature rather than "ink" 
► Such as the word "number" to be clearer what exactly the name is 

referring to 
o "Changing ink number." - Russia general population 

o "These variants are the worst. It is unclear what they apply to, so I wrote down 'Number-chameleon'." - Russia general 
population 

o "Yes, it would have to be something more specific ... something referring to the number maybe." - Peru general 
population 

o "So, if you say 'color-changing number' instead of 'color-changing ink' ... You'll know where to look." - Panama general 
population 
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• 

OVI Feature: What Works and What Doesn't 

Names that did not resonate include "Tilt to Reveal," "Tilt 
to Find" and "Tilt to Hide" 
► These terms are seen as lacking in sophistication, seriousness 

and are confusing 
o "And also what are they going to reveal [Tilt to reveal]. Is the bill coming with some special value or 

something?" - Peru general population 

o 'Well tilt to find made me think that I was going to be looking for a different image. It didn't tell me what was 
there." - St. Louis general population 

o "It looks like a game, that's what I think. The one that says 7ilt to find' looks like a game. As if you were 
playing." - Panama general population 

o 'What 7ilt and Hide' means? I cannot understand it at all." - Russia general population 

o "Like it was a game i.e. TILT TO FIND. TILT AND HIDE is the worst." - South Africa general population 
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See-Through 100 Feature 

• Utility: Some have issues seeing the See-Through 100 
feature and understanding the feature 
► "It's more difficult to see, I didn't like it, the others were more obvious to me. " - Los Angeles general population 
► "I think it's harder to see, not as crisp." - St. Louis general population 

► "It's not as easy to identify as the strip or the color changing." - New York general population 

► "Although if you wouldn't have given us a clue, it would have been difficult to spot."- Peru general population 

► "Maybe for older people and people with disabilities it will be harcier to tell the difference with this security 
measure." - Peru general population 

• Colloquialisms: Words such as number, hidden, 
puzzle and light are used most often when describing 
this feature 

► "Half a number." - Peru general population 

► "Split number." - Peru general population 

► "Hidden." - Panama general population 

► "Hidden number." - St. Louis general population 
► "It looks like a puzzle and it is missing a piece." - St. Louis general population 

► "Puzzle." - New York general population 

► "See it against a light." - Panama general population 

► "It's a number to see at the light." - Peru general population 
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See-Through 100 Feature: Name Ratings 

• Even though "See-Through number" is the top testing 
for Americans, Panamanians, Peruvians and Ukrainians, 
many indicate it's really not that compelling of a name 
► Russians slightly prefer the term "See-Through" but rather the 

'100' be described as a picture 

• On the other hand, South Africans prefer the name 
"Front-to-Back Feature" 

See-Through number 8.8 6.93 7.67 9.86 8.80 

See-Through feature 10.6 10.12 10.46 10.74 9.14 

Front-to-Back feature 11.57 11.25 10.29 13.19 13.80 

See-Through picture 12.21 9.84 9.39 8.96 11 .03 

8.94 

9.62 

7.83 

11 .25 

•summary scores = How meaningful average+ How appropriate average+ How much does name increase interest average+ How memorable average 
Score range is 4• 16, where the lower the score the more meaningful, more appropriate, greater increase in interest and more memorable a name is 18 
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See-Through 100 Feature: What Works and What 
Doesn't 

• It is important to include the word 'number' in the name for 
this feature but the term 'See-Through' is not necessarily 
believed to be the most appropriate adjective by those 
abroad 
► "I felt the same way. I didn't think any of these really described it that well. I picked see through number. It is a 

number. You see through it and it is showing itself. "-New York general population 

► "It says number, and it is a number. You have to go straight to the point. I think this name says it all." - Peru 
general population 

► " ... I insist it has to be something straight, like number." - Peru general population 

► "Number - it is not other, yes. It should be number." - Ukraine general population 

• Translation red flag: Latin Americans, in particular, did not 
like how the name translated into Spanish - the translation 
more closely resembled the word transparent 
► "I don't like it because the number isn't completely See-Through, only half of the number is See-Through." - Peru 

general population 

► "For me the word See-Through is not entirely correct, because you can't see the other side." - Peru general 
population 

► " ... I mean, the term 'transparent' (See-Through] itself .. ./ don't think we'll find the term 'transparent." It's not a 
good definition." - Panama general population 

► "Because transparent [See-Through} .. .it's like .. you'/1 be looking for something that you can't see at first glance. So 
the term 'transparent' means it's something that is in front of you but you can't see. But you CAN see this thing." -
Panama general population 
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See-Through 100 Feature: What Works and What 
Doesn't 

• Translation red flag: Russians and Ukrainians are 
confused by the term front-to-back 
► "And Front to Back Feature is a long name. It is unclear." - Russia general population 
► ''The most confused one is 'Front-to-back Feature'. Where is the front, where is the back, where to look 

is not clear." - Russia general population 
► "First, how are you going to define where are the front and the back?" - Ukraine general population 

• But South Africans prefer the name because they see it as 
descriptive of the feature 
► "Because if you put it [Front to Back] up and look at it from the back, you can still see the number ... " -

South Africa General Population 
► "Front to back, in that name I think you find everything that we were looking for ... " - South Africa 

general population 
► "It describes the front to back function." - South Africa general population 
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• 

• 

Authentication Behavior 

Overall, the security thread and watermark are most likely to 
be used in conjunction with the motion feature to check for 
bill authenticity 
► Previous research has demonstrated the security thread and 

watermark are the most familiar security features 
o "Security Ribbon and Security Strip and hope that I will feel confident. n - Los Angeles General Population 

o "I would do the embedded security thread, then the 3D, then the water mark." - Los Angeles General Population 

o "Security thread, 3D ribbon, watermark. n - New York General Population 

o "The tape." - Panama general population 

o "{1st feature] It's easy, and it's noticeable. You will always see that one even when you forget about actually looking 
for it." - South Africa general population 

o "If the tape is safe and you know that it can't be imitated, you don't have to look at it. You just know that it is there 
and that gives you a sense of safety." - Peru general population 

While internationally, many will still check the texture/feel of 
a bill as well - indicating a continued need for education on 
the specific security features in these markets 
► "This one has a lot of tactile features, so it's not only by sight but also touching it that you can discover the fake 

ones." - Peru general population 

► 'The paper, the paper is thicker." - Peru general population 

► "And the ink. Its rise in surface." - Peru general population 

► "I will do it on touch." - Ukraine general population 

► "They are not from paper, they are made of something like . .. close texture by touch." - Ukraine general 
population 
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Research Conclusions - Do's & Don'ts 

• Clear wording that specifically indicates what 
the feature is and what it does resonates the 
most 

• When determining the final names for the three 
new features on the 100 bill, keep the following 
in mind: 

Do Don't 

► Keep names short but specific 

► Names should be directive and clear on 
what to look for when studying the security 
feature 

► Use terms like 'security' where possible to 
boost confidence in the sophistication of the 
new feature 

► Keep in mind that native speakers of foreign 
countries may shorten or abbreviate names 
based on their colloquial language 

► Use all descriptive, flowery language 

► Use childish or ambiguous terms such as 
'tilt to find' or 'tilt and hide to describe what 
security features are 

► Use terms that are not visually 
representative of what the feature is - using 
'thread' to describe something that is not 
narrow or thin 

► Use language that is not commonly used or 
is too complicated - such as 'woven ' or 
'image shifting' 
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• 
Research Recommendations 

Based on these findin9.s, we recommend moving forward with a 
combination of "3-D Ribbon" and "Security Ribbon" as the 
motion feature name 
► Combining these two names into "3-D Security Ribbon" would be the most 

appropriate and directive descriptor 

For the OVI feature, either "Color Changing Ink" or Color 
Shifting Ink" would be appropriate names 

• And for the See-Through 100 feature, the term "See-Through 
Number" works better than the others because it is simple but 
clear about what the feature is 

• Moving forward in the campaign, the research indicates the top 
tier features should be the motion feature, watermark and security 
thread since these are the most likely to be used to authenticate 
currency 
► While the OVI and the See-Through 100 should be considered second tier 

features 
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Appendix 



New Feature 
Naming 



Stimulus for the Focus Groups 
Domestic U.S. grouP. participants were shown prototypes of 
the new U.S. $100 bill which included the motion strip, split 
image of the denomination and the OVI. 

While international focus group participants were shown a 
1,000 Swedish Kronor in place of the new U.S. $100 note and 
also a current U.S. $20 note 

Split image of 
denomination 

00 
I& tl'&U4NI 

Motion strip 

llOOO 
J 
~ 

nun, 
)-
~ 
\l 

ES 

i 
5 

• I 

l 

1,000 Swedish Kronor FOR INTERNAL usE ONLY U.S. $20 
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Motion Feature 



Motion Feature 
• Overall, popular terms consumers use to describe the motion feature 

include: 
• Hologram/Holographic 

o "Hologram strip." - Los Angeles general population 
o "Holographic Ribbon." - St. Louis general population 
o "Hologram Ribbon." - New York general population 
o "Um, it looks like a hologram strip, that's the first thing that came to mind." - Los Angeles general 

population 
o " .. . it looks as if it was tridimensional, a sensation as if you were floating." - Peru general population 
o "Something like hologram image." - Russia general population 
o "Holographic ribbon." - Ukraine general population 

• Words related to motion 
o ''That's really easy, it comes right at you, there's no hidden thing about it, slightest movement and it 

comes right at you" - New York general population 
o ''And it seems to weave in and out, but it doesn't." - Panama general population 
o ''The ones that move when you move the bill." - Panama general population 
o 'When you move it like that (horizontally), they move up and down; when you move it vertically- vice 

versa." - Russia general population 
o "Moving picture" - Ukraine general population 
o "I saw it was swimming like that and like this." - Ukraine general population 

• 3-D 
o ''There is some kind of image its three dimensional." - Peru general population 
o "3-0 security." - Panama general population 
o "3-0 bar." - Panama general population 
o "I think that 30 is the best way to describe it. Let me explain ... It's what allows for its depth, and it 

seems to be three-dimensional, right?" - Panama general population 
o "It's kind of like a 30 strip, almost." - South Africa general population 

• Tape/Strip/Bar 
o "Security bar." - Peru general population 

o "Security belt ... that's the name everybody knows." - Peru general population 

o "Tape. A bar. I think it's a bar ... " - Panama general population 

o "The strip" - South Africa general population 

o "Security Strip" - South Africa general population FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 28 



Motion Feature 

• International audiences are slightly more likely to find it 
difficult to see the actual motion on the feature - possibly 
because the motion feature on the Kronor is smaller than 
the one on the new $100 
► "It's vel)f hard to see, but when you pay close attention you see something three dimensional." -

Peru general population 

► "I found it hard to focus on the image." - Peru general population 

► "But there you'd have to see vel)f carefully to notice it." - Peru general population 

► "It makes you dizzy. It's like it changes the color, or its like you are about to see something about 
there's nothing. And it has like little dots, but wavy." - Peru general population 

► "I see other things but I can't distinguish them." - Peru general population 

► "If you hadn't told me I wouldn't have noticed it. But now, it is vel)f easy." - Peru general population 
► "Unusual." - Ukraine general population 

► 'We definitely need glasses to see that." - South Africa general population 
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Motion Feature 

• Many think the feature will be difficult to counterfeit, giving 
them a sense of security 
► 

► 

► 
► 

► 
► 
► 
► 

► 
► 
► 

► 
► 

'The strip right there reminds me of the Canadian bill. I think it's great, I am not aware of problems 
with counterfeiting but I think that would help. n - Los Angeles general population 

"I think this is a difficult feature to duplicate for counterfeiters, the other thing that it does is you 
automatically know that this is real." - St. Louis 

"Excellent, because it's difficult to imitate." - Peru general population 

"Its clever because if you wouldn't have shown us how to look for it we wouldn't know it was there, it 
would be hard to copy I think." - Peru general population 

"I think it would be good, it must be difficult to copy." - Peru general population 

We wouldn't have to worry about getting false bills." - Peru general population 
"It is more difficult to counterfeit it [Motion Feature]." - Ukraine general population 

"Our professionals can fake the other notes. It is suitable for the beginning. n - Ukraine general 
population 

'The most difficult to fake is ribbon." - Ukraine general population 

"I think that it is needed. This feature is hard to fake." - Ukraine general population 

'The ribbon. [The strip.] The ribbon. It seemed like the most difficult to counterfeit." - South Africa 
general population 

"Probably the ribbon would be the most difficult to counterfeit." - South Africa general population 
"It looked, to me, that it might be very difficult to counterfeit." - South Africa general population 
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Feature Naming Testing Methodology 
For each feature name, we gauged the meaningfulness, 
appropriateness, interest and how memorable each name is for the 
new security feature on the U.S. $100 

Each question was ranked on a scale of 1 to 4, where the lower the 
score the more meaningful, more appropriate, greater increase in 
interest and more memorable a name is 

How We Calculated the Summary Scores 

SUMMARY SCORE 

Scores for each individual 
metric is an average of all 
respondents, across all groups 
for the respective country 

Summary score range is 4-16, 
where the lower the average 
score the more meaningful, 
more appropriate, greater 
increase in interest and more 
memorable a name is 

Meaningful 

How meaningful 
is this name? 

Interest 

Does this name increase 
your interest in learning 
about new security 
features on U.S. bills? 

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 

Appropriate 

+ How appropriate is this 
name for describing 
Feature 1 ? 

+ 

..--------. 

Memorable 

How memorable is this 
name? 

+ 
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Motion Feature Name Translations 
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3-D Rlbbon Cinta Tridimensional Cinta Tridimensional 3-MepHa.R neHTa 
TpMBMMipHa 

3•D Ribbon CTpi'IKa 

S.Curity Ribbon Cinta de Seguridad Cinta de Seguridad 3autMTHa.R neHTa 3aXMCHa CTpi'IKa Security Ribbon 

Woven Security Cinta de Seguridad Cinta de Seguridad TKaHa.R 3811'MTHa.R TKaHMHHa 38XMCHa Woven Security 
Ribbon Entramada Entramada neHTa CTpi'IK8 Ribbon 

3-D S.C..tty ThrNd Hilo de Seguridad Hilo de Seguridad 3-MepHa.R 38utMTHa.R TpMBMMipHa 3-D Security 
Tridimensional Tridimensional nonocKa 38XMCHa HMTKa Thread 

Woven Security Hilo de Seguridad Hilo de Seguridad TKaHa.R 3811'MTHa.R TKaHMHHa 38XMCHa Woven Security 
ThrNd Entramado Entramado nonocKa HMTKB Thread 

Image Shifting Hilo de Cambio de Hilo de Cambio de nonocKac 
HMTKa 31 3MiHHMM Image Shifting 

Thf'Nd Imagen Imagen M3M&HRIOl1'MMC.R 
306pa>KeHH.RM Thread M306pa•eHMeM 

11119 Shifting Hilo de Seguridad de Hilo de Seguridad de 3autMTHa.R nonocKa c 3aXMCHa HMTKa 31 
Image Shifting M3MeHRIOutMMC.R lMiHHMM Security Thread Cambio de Imagen Cambio de Imagen 

M306pa>KeHMeM 306pa•eHH.RM Security Thread 

neHTa C CTpi'IKa Ji 
Image Shffting Cinta de Cambia de Cinta de Cambio de lMiHHMM Image Shifting 

Ribbon Imagen Imagen M3MeH.RIOl1'MMCR 
306pa>K&HH.RM Ribbon M306pa>KeHMeM 

Image Shifting Cinta de Seguridad Cinta de Seguridad 3autMTHa.R neHT8 c 3axMCHa CTpi'IKB 3i 
Image Shifting M3MeH.RIOl1'MMC.R 3MiHHMM S.CurttyRlbbon de Cambio de Imagen de Cambio de Imagen 

M306pa>KeHM&M 306pa•eHHRM Security Ribbon 

Woven 30 Security Hilo de Seguridad Hilo de Seguridad TKaHa.RTpexMepHa.R TKaHMHHa 
Woven 3D Security 

I ThrNd Tridimensional Tridimensional 3Bl1'MTHa.R nonocKa TpMBMMipHa 
Thread Entramado Entramado 38XMCHa HMTKa 
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Motion Feature 

Names like "Security Ribbon" and "3-D ribbon" resonated 
because they are simple and concise 
► "I like 30 Security Ribbon because it's simple but it tells me that it's supposed to move ... " - New 

York population 

► ''Me too, It's [3-0 Ribbon] an eye catching short name."- Peru general population 

► "I just felt it [Security Ribbon] was concise and to the point." - St. Louis general population 

► "I think thread is too small and the term ribbon has a width to it, it's [Security Ribbon] short and 
sweet and it would be easy to teach people about." - Los Angeles general population 

► "I have ''security ribbon" from the practically point of view - it is easy to remember, and there is no 
distinctive brightness to irritate or too hard to remember... from common and comfort point of view. 
That's it." - Russia general population 

► "Security ribbon - in general, simple and clear." - Ukraine general population 

► '7he simplest, easy to remember name is security ribbon." - South Africa general population 

• Including the word "security" in names such as "Security Ribbon" 
and "3-D Security Thread" helps to denote confidence in the bill 
► 

► 

► 
► 

► 

► 

► 

"Security ribbon. This way the person looking at it knows it is security. It is a security feature so they are going to 
remember that word and tt is a ribbon." - New York general population 

" ... but I also like #9 because even though it's longer than 30 Ribbon, to me it's not a thread, it's a ribbon and I like 
the addition of security in it." - New York general population 

"Most people are looking for security [Security Ribbon]." - St. Louis general population 

''30 security, the reason I added security is that I think it's important when making money to focus on security." -
South Africa general population 

"I think it's (3-0 Ribbon] interesting because it is something new, it impacts ... but it's like you need some more 
information to give you that sense of security it needs." - Peru general population , 

'7his security term is vety important, and it's really suitable. But it's the common one. It's the one we've heard 
throughout our lives: the security term." - Panama general population 

"SECURITY says what it needs to say. [30 is trivial.] You can see it's 3D. With WOVEN a lot of people might 
think it's woven. SECURITY RIBBON just says what it is." - South Africa general population 
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Motion Feature 

The term 3-D is believed to be an appro~riate descriptor for 
the feature which is why the name "3-D Ribbon" resonated 
with consumers 
► "Everybody knows 3D. [3D Ribbon] " - St. Louis general population 

► "The best one for me is '3-D Security Ribbon' as this name covers all properties of the strip: it is 3-D 
and security one." - Russia general population 

► '13-D Security Ribbon] Easy to remember. It describes this ribbon." - Ukraine general population 

► "Yeah, 3D ribbon stuck out for me when I first saw it, oh, I like that and then I went all the way 
through but, I came back to that because ... if I was to talk about it in the future it would be the 
easiest thing to remember and it's the catchiest, so, I think people would be interested in it and they 
would remember it." - Los Angeles general population 

► "Because of those features. You move it and the thing inside moves along ... and tape because of 
the size, I guess. I think a thread is thinner. [3-D Ribbon]" - Panama general population 
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Motion Feature 
• The term "woven" is generally disliked 

► It is not a word used in daily language and is confusing for some 
o 'Woven sounds complicated ... " - Peru general population 
o "You won't remember that term (woven)." - Panama general population 
o "And nobody knows is that really woven. Where can I see that ... " - Russia general population 
o "It is not woven." - Ukraine general population 

o "I know that not many people use the word 'woven' so some might not know what you're talking 
about." - Peru general population 

o "I just think the word WOVEN is so cumbersome, and also with the image shifting, it's so 
cumbersome, no one will ever remember that. It's got to be shorter." - South Africa general 
population 

► And the term is not relevant to money/ currency 
o 'What are we doing here. We are talking money. Woven is too broad a word." - St. Louis general population 
o "It's not fit for referring to money." - South Africa general population 
o "Also I do not like Woven 3D Security Thread'. It is not clear what it is, may be not related to money." -

Russia general population 
o "Because that term doesn't ... it doesn't really represent, it's not ve,y common." - Panama general population 

• And "thread" is not seen as appropriate when describing something 
that is not thin or narrow 
► 

► 

► 

► 

► 

► 

"I liked ribbon because they say thread is something thin while ribbon is something more visible." - Peru general 
population 
'The ones that mentioned a thread can be seen as ... when you say thread you imagine something much thinner." -
Panama general population 
'The thing about the thread. We don't see it that way in Panama. Yes, it's about seeing. It's thinner [what the 
word thread indicates]." - Panama general population 
"It is very important in respect of the notions "ribbon" and "thread". Ribbon is wider, and thread is narrower, that is 
why I ask." - Russia general population 
"Security thread with the shifting image. Or ribbon? But the ribbon is wider than the thread. There are three strips? 
One of them is wide and it can be caJ/ed as a ribbon and the second one as a strip. And the most suitable is the 
"security strip" - Russia general population 
"It is a question what it is made ol But in our language, in our case in Ukrainian, thread is not associated with a 
wide strip. Is it for U.S. only?" - Ukraine general population 
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Motion Feature 

• The term "image shifting" did not resonate 
► It was too long and cumbersome 

► 
► 

► 

► 
► 
► 

"How can a thread shift an image [Image Shifting Thread]?" - Ukraine general population 
"The image shifting ribbon and the image shifting security ribbon, those words I thought they 
just seemed like too long to say. You just want to like get it out, boom, just say it." - New York 
general population 

"I didn't like image shifting because I thought it was too va9ue and it opens to a suggestion, it 
opens you to thmk about, how it is shifting, where it is shiftmg, why it is shifting. It is too much. 
You need something to be concise." - New York general population 

''Too wordy." - St. Louis general population 

"Same problem, too long." - St. Louis general population 
''Too many words." - St. Louis general population 

► And the term particularly did not resonate in Latin America -
likely due to how the word translates in Spanish 

► 

► 

"I don't really think that image shiftin[J is meaningful for the security feature. It could be security 
ribbon simply or woven ribbon. The image shiftmg name here in this country is another thing. 
Maybe in other places it may have another kind of meaning, but here it's a change of look." -
Peru general population 

''The bill is not changing .. the only thing changing is the picture on it." - Peru general 
population 

► "It's not clear where the image shifts." - Peru general population 

► "I don't like the words image and shifting I don't think that's a good name for a security feature." 
- Peru general population 

► "For me the image shifting shouldn't be used to describe something as important as money." -
Peru general population 

► ''Another thing I meant to bring up is the question of the image. When you think of an image ... I 
mean, the first thing you think of when you hear the term 'image' is a face or a figure." -
Panama general population 
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Motion Feature 

• 

• 

Even though they rated "Security Ribbon" as their top 
names, some South Africans questioned using the term 
ribbon in the context of a security feature 
► "I don't think so, because there is a security ribbon, it is there. Or maybe instead of ribbon, you 

could say line, just to make sure that we understand the meaning of ribbon ... n - South Africa general 
population 

► "Exactly, with the ribbon I think only of the ribbon, which is something that you tie up." - South Africa 
general population 

► "I just think that name is everything_ combined into one. {If you call it a SECURITY RIBBON, what 
would you call the other ribbon?] SECURITY STRIP. n - South Africa general population 

► "I didn't like the word, RIBBON, it's too soft." - South Africa general population 

► "First of all you say it's 3D Ribbon and as the other lady says there is five here, and we don't see any 
ribbons around this goodie, so I don't know why the name ribbon is there, because there's no ribbon 
there, so I don't like the ribbon thing" - South Africa general population 

While domestic and most international groups responded 
well to "3-D," some South African participants were 
confused by it 
► "Because it's written 3D Ribbon, and not 5D Ribbon?" - South Africa general population 

► '7hree dimension ... Three lines." - South Africa general population 

► "Like this name {3D) where does it come from ... ?" - South Africa general population 
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OVI Feature 

• Most consumers do not recall the OVI feature on existing bills and 
have trouble seeing the change when it's pointed out on the 
stimulus 
► "/ think it is very subtle." - St. Louis general population 
► "I think it would be hard to find - minute detail" - St, Louis general population 
► "I don't see it. It's very subtle. " - New York general population 
► "It's fairly easy for me to see the changing colors, once I knew exactly what to look for. Then, I started thinking, if I didn't 

know, if I was in the sun with the reflection." - New York general population 
► "No [never seen before]." - Peru general population 
► "Not really {seen or knew about this before]." - Peru general population 
► "I have always noticed how employees use their nails to scratch bills at supermarkets. I don't know what they're doing to 

the bills, but they always test that place. I don't know what's going on there." - Panama general population 
► "I don't know. The green stuff is faded." - Panama general population 

• But when asked to describe the feature, they do mention the 
change in color 
► "The simplest way to describe it would be look at the bottom right-hand comer of the bill and tilt it from vertical to flat and 

see the color change in the monetary value." - Los Angeles general population 

► "Notice the number 100 changing colors." - New York general population 

► "When I was looking at it I was like, you know, it Is like a color shift or like it is kind of fading too. It fades into each color. 
That is really all I came up with because the colors are either just shifting or fading or one of the two adjectives." - New 
York general population 

► "It changes color."- Peru general population 

► "It changes from green to golden." - Peru general population 

► "Thal golden color is like ... The golden stuff changes along with the green stuff." - Panama general population 

► "A changing ink in the seal." - Panama general population 

► "Opalizing." - Russia general population 

► "Rainbow feature. " - Russia general population 

► "It changes colour ... " - South Africa general population 

► "It changes from green to gold ... " - South Africa general population 
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OVI Feature 

• In Panama, Russia and Ukraine the word "chameleon" is often 
used to describe this feature 
► 
► 
► 

► 

► 

► 

► 
► 
► 

"Because if you do this, it has a streaked color, as if it were a chameleon" - Panama general population 

"Like a chameleon."- Panama general population 
"Chameleon can be offered. But if you give explanations, then this name Chameleon should be explained. The 
feature needs a name which makes it clear, which reflects what it should." - Ukraine general population 

"Everybody agrees with Chameleon. That is the only variant. And in general it is the most difficult complicated to 
find a name to." - Ukraine general population 

"Take chameleon, it reflects color change with refraction. Colors. It should be exact, precise and it should reflect 
what is happening in fact." - Ukraine general population 
"Chameleon is an appropriate name, because everyone can remember it and one won't remember a name of 
kilometer length. An official one." - Ukraine general population 

"Chameleon, something like that." - Russia general population 

"I'll say with dash as 'chameleon'." - Russia general population 

"Well, if simply, in one word. Chameleon." - Russia general population 
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OVI Name Translations 

- Color Changing Tinta que Alterna Tinta que Alterna "13MeHHIOU,laH 4opH111no, 11,10 Colour 
"' Ink de Color de Color 1.1B8T KpacKa 3MiHto& KOnip Changing Ink 

lnclinar para lnclinar para HaKnOHMTb AJlH Hax111n MH Tilt to Reveal Tilt to Reveal Revelar Revelar nosteneHlllH BIIIHeneHHH 

Revelar con Revelarcon noHeneH111e BMHeneHH.R Color Reveal Colour Reveal Color Color 1.1eeTa KOnbopy 

Tilt to Find lnclinar para lnclinar para HaKnOHMTb AJlH Hax111n MH 
Tilt to Find Encontrar Encontrar BblHBn8HMH nowyKY 

Color Shifting Tinta que Tinta que MeHRIOll.laH 1.1eeT 4opHlllnO, 11.10 Colour 
Ink Cambia de Color Cambia de Color KpacKa 3MiHtoC Konip Shifting Ink 

Color Revealing Tinta que Revela Tinta que Revela KpacKa c 
4opHlllnO, 11.10 Colour 

Ink el Color el Color nosteneHMeM 
BIIIHBnH& KOllip Revealing Ink 

A roro 1.1eeTa 

Tinta que se Tinta que se HaK110H111Tb MH Hax11111, 11106 
Tilt to Find Ink lnclina para lnclina para BblHeneHMH 3HaMTM Tilt to Find Ink 

Encontrar Encontrar KpaCKIII "tOpHIIIJlO 

o · lnclinar y lnclinar y HaKJlOHMTb M Hax11111 Ta Tilt and Hide Tilt and Hide 

' I Esconder Esconder CKpblTb npMXOB8HHSI 

bubo ii) i 
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OVI Feature 

• The name "Color Changing Ink" resonates because it is direct and a 
simple concept to understand 
► 
► 

► 

► 
► 

► 
► 
► 
► 
► 

► 
► 
► 

► 
► 

► 

"Color-changing ink, I think it's appropriate, you tilt it and it changes color." - Los Angeles general population 

"It's not shifting although it [Color Changing Ink) denotes movement but I think the majority of the public, color
changing ink is more direct, simple." - [os Angeles general population 

"I like Color Changing Ink because when I was looking at it, that is what it was doing, changing colors, ve,y simple" 
-New York general population 

'Well, / liked it [Color Changing Ink] I thought is was simple." - St. Louis general population 

"I like it [Color Changing Ink], because it describes the effect of the changing color ... and I think it's the most 
understandable of all." - Peru general population 

"It's [Color Changing Ink] a good way to describe this feature in a simple way." - Peru general population 

"It [Color Changing Ink] would be easy for eve,yone to use." - Peru general population 

"Color changing ink and nothing else." - Panama general population 
"Color changing ink." - Panama general population 

''The characteristic for this ink is that it changes color. This characteristic can be found in the ink itself." - Panama 
general population 

''The simplest concept [Color changing ink]." - Panama general population 

"It's [Color Shifting Ink] popular. It's nice." - Peru general population 

"Yes, this word change (shifting translated to Spanish) is simpler. I hear it eve,y day. At the end it is the same." -
Peru general population 

"Because all I can see is changing colour. {Color Changing In General)" - South Africa general population 

"Colour changinf} ink ... Exactly the way it is ... The money continuously change, self exp/anato,y." - South Africa 
general popu1atton 

'TColour Changing Ink] Because it changes." - South Africa general population 
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OVI Feature 

• While "Coloring Shifting Ink" is preferred because of the association 
with how the feature "turns" color - more subtle than a complete 
'change' of color 
► 

► 
► 

► 

► 

► 

► 
► 

► 

► 

► 
► 

"I picked it too because it [Color Shifting Ink] describes the action in which the color changes." - Los Angeles 
general population 

"I like it {Color Shifting Ink] because it's the shortest and you can talk to people about it in the simplest possible 
terms, short and sweet." - Los Angeles general population 

"It [Color Shifting Ink] is a lot but I thought it described what it did to me." - St. Louis general population 

"I like the color shift. I think that it is simple and concise. I mean because you have to describe it to somebody 
where on the bill you are finding it because I am sure that there is somewhere else that you could find a color shift, 
so I don't know." - New York general population 

"Color Shifting Ink because you have to shift it to change the color of the ink, green, gold." - New York general 
population 

"Because, actua/Jy you have to move, to shift it [Color Shifting Ink] back and forth to see the different colors. So, 
that makes sense to me." - New York general population 

"It's more of a shift than a change, and it's also Jess of a reveal than a shift. Color Shifting Ink just sounded more 
like what it was, summed it up the best in my opinion." - New York general population 

"It's [Color Shifting Ink] popular. It's nice." - Peru general population 

''Although. .. Although in fact. .. I mean, color-altemating (shifting) ink is very similar, but the term "alternating 
(shifting) changes everything." - Panama general population 

'There are 2 almost synonyms which - color-shifting color - by the way this term is used for our bills - changing 
and shifting. I do not remember how it sounds. They are synonyms ... " - Russia general population 

'TColor-shifting] Color - because it is colored, shifting - because the note is getting darker." - Ukraine general 
population 

"Brief and clear. Color shifting inks." - Ukraine general population 

"Colour shifting ink. We are tying to be simple so that it's easy to use the name." - South Africa general population 
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• It is important to also note that some of the words like 'ink' did not translate 
well into Russian or Ukrainian, and Russians had difficulty differentiating 
between the translations for 'changing' and 'shifting' 
► "The best for me is the fifth one, the worst - 'Color Changing Ink'. It does to meet the requirements, it is not ink. n - Russia 

general population 
► "The only one that can be marked is "color shifting" and the last one related to paints, but still it is not expressive. The others 

do not relate at all." - Russia general population 
► "It is more or less suitable name though I have not chosen it: color-changing ink/ To my mind ink shall be black. I do not know. 

Ink shall be black." - Ukraine genera( population 
► "Ink is associated with old times for me." - Ukraine general population 
► "There are not any inks here." - Ukraine general population 
► "I do not like the "inks". I do not see any connection with the note." - Ukraine general population 
► "Everything does not sound Russian." - Russia general population 
► "The translations are stupid." - Russia general population 

, "There are 2 almost synonyms which - color-shifting color - by the way this term is used for our bills - changing and shifting. I 
do not remember how it sounds. They are synonyms ... " - Russia general population 

• Consider using the term 'number' in place of 'ink' in order to provide more 
direction on what specific feature to look for and to clarify for Russians and 
Ukrainians 
► "A suggestion, when you gave us this document, I thought it was going to say something like 'color-changing number'. So you already know 

you're looking for a number. But when you hear the term 'ink', it could refer to anything on the bill because the bill ... everything is in ink. H -

Panama general population 

► "I think the term 'color-changing ink' is okay because you'll look for something that changes color. But if you hear 'color-changing number', 
then you'll be looking for a number. You won't be looking for ... because the term 'ink' could be referring to the man's face, the seal, the 
eagle or many other things. H - Panama general population 

► "Couldn't it be the number that changes co/orr - Panama general population 

► "As it is true ... see-through number. H - Russian general population 

► "Why feature? Just a number. H - Ukrainian general population 

► "It's precise - a number. H - Ukrainian general population 

► "Like kind of half way see through it, but see through picture doesn't really fit. Like she said it is not a picture. It is a number. H - New York 
general population 

► "That's what comes up [See-Through Number). It's more descriptive. A feature could be anything. It could be a man, whatever. H - South 
African general population 

► "It says number, and it is a number. You have to go straight to the point. I think this name says it all.· - Peruvian general population 44 
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 



OVI Feature 
• Names with the word "Tilt" did not resonate, many consider the 

combination with words such as "Hide," "Find" and "Reveal" to be 
too childish and ambiguous 
► Tilt to Reveal 

o "No ... you could tilt anything, to reveal anything [Tilt to reveal]. n - Peru general population 

o "And also what are they going to reveal [Tilt to reveal]. Is the bill coming with some special value or something?" - Peru 
general population 

o "It [Tilt to reveal) sounds childish. n - Peru general population 

o "Not the one about 7ilt to reveal'." - Panama general population 

o "The worst variant is Tilt to Reveal'. It is not clear at all." -Russian general population 

o "They should tell us what we are titling and what are we revealing - tilt to reveal what?" - South Africa general population 

► Tilt to Find 
o "Well tilt to find made me think that I was going to be looking for a different image. It didn't tell me what was there." - St. Louis 

general population 

o "Or tilt to find ink. That is horrible." - New York general population 

o "Very childish [Tilt to find], because I think the bill is something very important, it's important to talk about its security." - Peru 
general population 

o "It looks like a game, that's what I think. The one that says 7ilt to find' looks like a game. As if you were playing." - Panama 
general population 

o "This name makes me laugh, to tell the truth - Tilt to Find." - Ukraine general population 

o "Also tilt to find, what do you tilt, and to find what?" - South Africa general population 

► Tilt and Hide 
o "I really didn't understand tilt and hide. I mean what is hiding?" - New York general population 

o "Yep, it's like hide and seek." - St. Louis general population 

o "What's it hiding? I don't take that very seriously"- St. Louis general population 

o "No for me this one [Tilt and Hide] is the worse because it's not hiding anything." - Peru general population 

o "It's [Tilt and Hide) not even talking about the bill." - Panama general population 

o "Tift and Hide. What are you going to hide?" - Panama general population 

o "'What 'Tilt and Hide' means? I cannot understand it at all." - Russia general population 

o "'Like it was a game i.e. TILT TO FIND. TILT AND HIDE is the worst." - South Africa general population 

o "[Tilt to Hide] I don't really understand what they are trying to say, the whole thing needs to be evident for people to know what 
to check for ... " - South Africa general population 45 
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OVI Feature 

• And Latin Americans do not consider the words "color reveal" to 
be appropriate to include in an official name 
► "No, it [Color reveal] sounds like photos or film revealing. It's like you need some kind of color to be able to see 

it." - Peru general population 

► "It [Color reveal] reminds me of a photo store, like I'm going to go and reveal my photos" - Peru general 
population 

► "No, it [ Color reveal] makes me believe that I have to draw something on the note to see something." - Peru 
general population 

► "Reveals doesn't sound correct because people associate it with the photo shop and taking pictures." - Peru 
general population 

► "No. It [Color reveal] sounds like you want to reveal photos. I don't like it."- Peru general population 

► ''There's nothing to be revealed [ Color reveal]." - Peru general population 

► "It's because we use this word reveal is more used here for photography." - Peru general population 

► "It says revealing but it doesn't specify what is going to change." - Peru general population 

► "I don't know. This thing about revealing colors. What are you going to use to reveal it?" - Panama general 
population 

► "Not reveal." - Panama general population 

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 46 
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Burson• Marsteller 

To: Ellen Gano, Lisa Lynam, Julie Borchard, Jeff Smith, Jacqui Marengo 

From: Erin Byrne, Rob Philips 

CC: Amy Smith, Mary Crawford, Kathleen Coyne, Robyn Pearlstein, Kelly Rose Duttine 

Re: Wikipedia Entry for the new $5 bill 

Date: November 12, 2007 

Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia where all entries are created by the general public and can 
be freely edited by anyone (with some exceptions). It is also the eighth most popular Web site in 
the World and typically receives top placements in the search engines for any given topic that 
has an entry in Wikipedia. For example, a search on Google for "$5 bill" brings up the Wikipedia 
entry as the first listing (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_five-dollar_bill): 

Google ,L..,;s5_ti_ll _______ __.11 S11rth 1 :;;r;!;.?117 

Web .&niQil 

United States five-dollar blll - Wikipedia the free encydopedia 
Tht Uniltd S11rtes li\-..dal~r bill (S5J i, 1 dtnam1n1lion al Uni1td Stilts cun,ncy U 1, 
Prtsidtnl Abraham Lincoln i, cunently l11tured an lht a~er•• ... 
en. wik.peeia. crgl,•~kl/United_Sta1n_ri.e-<l0br_blll • J2k • ta.tt!ll • Sjm•Jac G•Q•• • ~ 

Perscnali:td Resuhc 1 - 10 ol abwt 2,lS0,000 for S5 bill (0,16 c111:0nds) 

Currently, the $5 bill entry on Wikipedia does not contain any content for the new $5 bill, except 
for an image of the new bill. Thus, Burson-Marsteller recommends adding the content below 
about the new $5 bill to the Wikipedia page referenced above . 

••• 
On September 20, 2007, the U.S. government digitally unveiled a new, more secure design for 
the $5 bill that will begin circulating in early 2008. 

Similar to recently redesigned $10, $20 and $50 bills, the new $5 bill incorporates improved, 
easy-to-use security features, making it easier for businesses and consumers to check the new 
$5 bills they receive and more difficult for counterfeiters to fake. 

The redesigned $5 bill retains two of the most important security features that were first 
introduced in the 1990s and are easy to check. 
• Watermarks: There are now two watermarks on the redesigned $5 bill. A large number 
"511 watermark is located to the right of the portrait replacing the previous watermark portrait of 
President Lincoln found on the older design $5 bills. A second watermark - a column of three 



smaller "5 11s - has been added to the new $5 bill design and is positioned to the left of the 
portrait. 

• Security Thread: The embedded security thread runs vertically and is now located to the 
right of the portrait on the redesigned $5 bill. The letters "USA" followed by the number 115" in an 
alternating pattern are visible along the thread from both sides of the bill. The thread glows blue 
when held under ultraviolet light. 

Design Features 

The new $5 bills will remain the same size and will use the same - but enhanced - portraits 
and historical images. The most noticeable difference in the redesigned $5 bill is the addition of 
light purple in the center of the bill, which blends into gray near the edges. 

As with the redesigned $10, $20 and $50 bills that preceded it, the new $5 bill features an 
American symbol of freedom printed in the background: The Great Seal of the United States, 
featuring an eagle and shield, is printed in purple on the front of the bill. 

Additional design elements include: 
• The large easy-to-read number "5" in the lower right corner on the back of the bill, which 
helps those with visual impairments to distinguish the denomination, has been enlarged in the 
new $5 bill design, and is printed in high-contrast purple ink. 

• The oval borders around President Lincoln's portrait on the front, and the Lincoln 
Memorial vignette on the back have been removed. Both engravings have been enhanced. 

• An arc of purple stars surrounds the portrait and The Great Seal on the front of the bill, 
and small yellow 1105"s are printed on the front and back of the bill. 

Other Features 

• Microprinting: The redesigned $5 bill features microprinting, which is the engraving of 
tiny text, on the front of the bill in three areas: the words "FIVE DOLLARS" can be found 
repeated inside the left an_g.r:ight borders of the bill; the words "E PLURIBUS UNUM" appear at 
the top of the shield within):he Great Seal; and the word "USA" is repeated in between the 
columns of the shield. On the back of the bill the words "USA FIVE" appear along one edge of 
the large purple "5" low-vision feature. 

• Federal Reserve Indicators: A universal seal to the left of the portrait represents the 
entire Federal Reserve System. A letter and number beneath the left serial number identifies the 
issuing Federal Reserve Bank. 

• Serial Numbers: The unique combination of eleven numbers and letters appears twice 
on the face of the bill. On the new $5 bill, the left serial number has shifted slightly to the right, 
compared with previous designs. 

Continue using the older $5 bills: Consumers will not have to exchange their old $5 bills for the 
new ones. Old money will always be good. In fact, every U.S. banknote issued since 1861 is still 
redeemable today at full face value and will continue to be legal currency. In addition, there will 



be no recall or devaluation of any U.S. bills as the United States has never devalued its 
currency and will not do so now. 

Burson-Marsteller looks forward to your feedback and is happy to answer any questions about 
the Wikipedia entry. 
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Burson .. Marsteller 

To: Ellen Gano, Julie Borchard, Lisa Lynam, Sonja Danburg, Sara Messina, Jeff Wood 

From: Rob Philips, Erin Byrne 

CC: Penny Kazakos, Mary Crawford, Jennifer Rose-Utley 

Re: Task Order 36 - Social Media Commenting Policy and Monitoring Protocols 

Date: March 9, 2010 

Based on recent discussions with the BEP/FRB/USSS regarding the launch of social media pages 
for the new $100 note and the sensitivities surrounding potential comments that audiences may 
post, Burson-Marsteller has developed the following recommendation to monitor and manage 
anticipated comments that do not contain relevant dialogue about the Redesigned Currency 
Public Education Program. 

Additionally, at the request of the BEP/FRB/USSS, Burson~Marsteller has included a 
recommendation to reflect how the BEP/FRB/USSS should handle the social media pages upon 
the conclusion of the public education program. 

Recommended Facebook Commenting Policy 

Burson-Marsteller has developed the following Facebook Commenting Policy in response to 
concerns expressed by the BEP/FRB/USSS about the range of comments that could potentially 
appear on the new $100 note Facebook fan page. The policy is intended to serve as a guideline 
limiting audience comments to those about the public education aspect of the Redesigned 
Currency program. The commenting policy will be posted prominently on the fan page to 
remind audiences that the site will be regularly monitored and that comments viewed as 
inappropriate or that violate the policy will be removed promptly. 

Welcome to the official Redesigned U.S. Currency Facebook Fan Page. This page has been 
established by the U.S. government as part of the Redesigned Currency Public Education 
Program to inform businesses and consumers about the recent security and design 
changes to U.S. currency. You can learn more about the redesigned currency at 
www.newmoney.gov, 

We encourage you to submit your questions and/or comments regarding 
redesigned U.S. aarrency, but please note this is a moderated online discussion. 

Task Order 36 - Social Media Commenting Policy and Monitoring Protocols March 8, 2010 
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As such, the administrators of this fan page reserve the right to delete any comments that 
are not applicable to the Redesigned Currency Public Education Program. 

Further, any comments that contain vulgar language, personal attacks of any kind, or 
offensive comments that target anyone or any organization may also be deleted. The 
administrators also reserve the right to delete comments that: 

• Include spam or links to other pages and/or sites; 
• Advocate illegal activity; 
• Promote particular services, products, political/partisan views, or; 
• Infringe on copyrights or trademarks. 

Please note that the posted comments do not necessarily reflect the opinions or policies of 
the U.S. government. If you have any questions concerning the operation of this Facebook 
fan page or the Redesigned Currency Public Education Program, please contact us at 
http://www.newmoney.gov/newmoney/contact/Contact.aspx 

Facebook Monitoring Protocol 

The following chart outlines Burson-Marsteller's schedule for monitoring comments on the 
Redesigned Currency social media pages. The monitoring period is intentionally heavy during 
and around the peak periods of Unveiling, Momentum and Day of Issue to ensure that any 
negative information or comments posted are promptly addressed or removed from the page. 
Monitoring will be scaled up or down according to program activity levels. However, should a 
spike in media activity or a volume of fan page comments increase at any given time, Burson
Marsteller will adjust the frequency and hours of monitoring to ensure all comments are 
proactively monitored and addressed as necessary. Similar to the media monitoring report 
circulated to the team daily, Burson-Marsteller will also provide a social media monitoring report 
twice daily (10:30 AM and 4:30 PM) around peak periods and once daily during the other 
periods to provide a snapshot of the comments captured throughout the day. Comments 
requiring immediate attention will be flagged and addressed with the BEP/FRB/USSS as they are 
detected. 

Time Period Hours of Monitoring 

March 22 - April 18 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

9:00 a.m. - 9:00 
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 

23 - 24 Weekend 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 
25-29 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 

April 30 - Day Before Issue 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Task Order 36 - Social Media Commenting Policy and Monitoring Protocols 
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Weekdays every 3 
hours; weekends 

O minutes 
30 minutes 
3 hours 

Twice per day on 
weekdays; once per 
weekend 
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DOI 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Every 30 minutes 
Days(s) after Issue (until the 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Every 30 minutes 
weekend) 
Weekend after DOI 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Every 3 hours 
Ongoing until End of Program 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Twice per day on 

weekdays; once per 
weekend 

Throughout the monitoring periods, Burson-Marsteller will utilize staff located in different time 
zones to ensure comments are addressed as quickly as possible. Burson-Marsteller is confident 
that any inappropriate comments can be identified and removed in a timely manner. However, 
as discussed on February 23, if BEP/FRB/USSS would like to explore options for using a social 
media monitoring vendor to monitor the comments with greater frequency and/or hours, 
Burson-Marsteller can research those options. 

End of Program Options for Social Media Pages 

Upon the conclusion of the public education program, the BEP/FRB/USSS will have the option to 
delete the pages on Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and FlickR, which will result in losing the 
fans/subscribers of these pages. Given the number of audiences that may have interest in the 
program, Burson-Marsteller recommends the BEP/FRB/USSS keep these pages online to have 
this information about the redesigned currency accessible and to maintain the subscriber lists 
for future public education programs. Should the BEP/FRB/USSS decide to keep these pages 
online but without regular updates, Burson-Marsteller will tum off all comments and post a 
message on each page to direct audiences to the corresponding Web sites for the 
BEP/FRB/USSS for additional information. 

Next Steps 

March 9: 
• B-M presents Social Media Commenting Policy and Monitoring Protocols to 

BEP/FRB/USSS for review 
• B-M presents social media page design concepts for pre-Unveiling and Unveiling 

~h12: Ji 
:-BEP/~ ID approve social media cnmrnenting policy and monitoring protocols, 

and design concepts 

March 15: 
• B-M to submit launch content for Facebook, Twitter and FlickR to BEP/FRB/USSS for 

review 
• B-M to submit social media launch news alert and editorial calendar mapping out 

opportunities for proactive content updates to BEP/FRB/USSS for review 
• B-M to begin soliciting potential subscribers for the Facebook fan page 

March 19: 
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• BEP/FRB/USSS to approve launch content for Facebook, Twitter, FlickR, and social 
media launch news alert 

March 22: 
• B-M to populate social media pages , launch the 30 day Unveiling countdown clock and 

deploy social media launch news alert 

Task Order 36 - Social Media Commenting Policy and Monitoring Protocols March 9, 2010 
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U.S. and International Benchmark S ud1 
for $5 and $100 Bill / Note 

Public Education and Awareness Program 

October 2, 2007 

I I 
1 



Timing: 

Audience: 

Methodology: 

Obiectives: 

Terminology: 

Interviews: 

August 18, 2007 - September 18, 2007 

General Consumers in U.S., Russia, Peru, and Uruguay 

Quantitative phone and in-person interviews 

Establish initial benchmark measures on key metrics sue as 
awareness of currency changes in general, changes ~o s~ecific 
denominations, knowledge of features, confidence in the burrency, 
concerns about counterfeiting and bill/ note authenticatij n behavior 

Interviewers used the word "bill" in the U.S. and "no e" i~ other 
countries in keeping with terminology most familiar to respondents 

- - .. --- - " 

$@mil~ ~lie 
" 

~i©Ol:I n"tjly· Mf)rigin ol Emor-"' 
- -· - ( .) - ~ I 

U.S. 902 +/-3.26% 

Russia 638 +/- 3.88% 

Peru 617 +/- 3.95% 

Uruguay 600 +/-4.00% 

* Margin of Error at 95% Significance Level 2 



• Key Findings 

■ Initial Attitudes 

• Awareness of New Currency Designs 

■ Awareness of Security Features 

■ Authentication Behavior 

■ Confidence in Currency 

■ Interest & Concerns 
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Key Findings 
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■ U.S. notes are most frequently used for savings internation . lly 
► Most international consumers procure U.S. notes from currency 1~ch nges 

■ Awareness of changes to U.S. bills / notes is lower intelinationally 
than in the U.S. 
► Those who have heard about the changes learn about them prim rily tr rough 

television news programs I I_ 
► Top of mind, U.S. consumers are generally unable to recall speciffc changes, 

while international consumers often mention the color changes made 

• More Americans believe that the $5 bill will be redesignt n~xt, 
while more international consumers think it is the $100 hot~ 
► Consumers in all four countries understand the reason the bills a e cflanged is to 

stay ahead of counterfeiting 
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• Watermark and security thread features are most famili r to 
consumers across countries 
► Both the watermark and security thread were cited top of mind as sec rity 

features 
► After exposure to the security features, consumers in the U.S. an ab 

1
oad say 

they are familiar with the watermark and security thread, and use them to 
authenticate bills I notes most often 
► Consumers are the less familiar with the color shifting ink and less likely to use it 

compared to other features 

• Subtlety when checking bills is important in Russi a d Peru 
► While less than half of consumers in the U.S. and Uruguay agree 

► There is not one feature that is seen as the easiest to check discn tely 
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• Counterfeiting is perceived as a major problem, particularly in Peru 
► Peruvians are more likely to report having received a counterfeit han bther 

country in the survey 
► And Peruvians are the most likely to authenticate their U.S. notes 

► Consistent with previous research findings, the watermark, s curity thread, 
and the feel of U.S. bills I notes are most frequently used to check for 
counterfeits 

• Consumers in Peru are more concerned about the redesign o I U.S. notes and 
find it more important to be informed of any changes than other c~nsumers 
► Likely because counterfeiting is viewed as a more serious proble in ~eru 

• There is confusion about the validity of U.S. notes following a cha ge in Peru 
and Uruguay 
► Nearly half of Peruvians and Uruguayans think that they need to xchange old U.S. 

notes for new ones, indicating a need to educate these consume~ ab~ut the 
validity of old U.S. notes 
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• Interest in learning about the redesign of U.S. bills is at least fairly strong in 
all countries 
► Russians and Peruvians feel the most important information to comm nicate is 

the specific procedures to authenticate the new notes, while Uru uayr1 
ns say it is 

the new notes' specific release dates 

► Television - either on news programs or commercials - is the be t wa to 
communicate with consumers in all countries I 

► International consumers would prefer to be informed by someone from their own 
country in concert with an American 

• Confidence in U.S. currency is higher in the U.S. and Uruguay tham in 
Russia and Peru 
► The high confidence in Uruguay likely explains the high usage of U.S. otes in 

that market 

► However, confidence in U.S. currency seems to have declined, pa icu1arly 
internationally, over the past year 

• All international consumers report greater confidence in t.--h_e_ir__,_h_c...o~m---.ce ____ _ 
currency than the dollar 
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Initial Attitudes 
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• Not surprisingly, U.S. consumers use lower denominati ns I f U.S. 
bills most frequently, while those in Russia are the least like y to use 
these denominations. 

$5 

$10 

$20 

Russia 
Peru 

20 

/flow often iJo yoy,use the follq.wirrg1 l!/;S. 'bills.A notes? 
% Saying A1ways ~ €1ften ill Soinetim8.$ 

Russia Peru Uruguay 

B B g 

U.S. 

U.S. 

Russia g B~~------~ U.S. 

Use Less Often Use-More-0ften---
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■ But consumers in Uruguay use the higher denominations m re often 
than Americans, while Peruvians use them the least. 
► Russians use $100 notes more off:en than Americans .. 

$50 

$100 

Use Less Often 

,#flow often do vou us~ ,fhe ,fol/owing MS. bills / ,hotes2 
¾ Saying A'lwiJ)f.s if. 0ften1 lli Sometimes 

Peru 
Russia 

Uruguay 

B ~B --..---
Peru U.S. Russia g g 

Use Mo e Often 
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• As suggested by the multi-country exploratory study, · any 
international consumers use U.S. notes for savings. 

• U.S notes are most commonly used for eve~da~ purchases in Peru • 

and for large purchases in Uruguay. 

•Bo }IOU gehehllly•use tl.S. notes fo1n1ny of,ffie fiillowihg(l• 
-

Rus.stf P-eriq Wriygu~Yi 
/Rankea oy ,«JI lhtemallanal 

i- • "_,d, -- ~ . - ~ - -- . .. _,...._ ... . 

Savings 24 31 I I 22 

Large purchases 12 5 I 35 

Everyday purchases or transactions 6 24 I 17 

Travel 19 1 I I 8 

Installments / Drafts 0 9 I I 0 

Other 3 1 I I 2 

Don't Know / No Response 37 30 I I 16 

. 

• These questions were not asked in the U.S. 
I I 
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• Among consumers who use U.S. notes for savings, tho
1
le l Russia 

save in a bank account while those in South America a ·e m1ore likely 
to keep notes as actual paper currency. 

I• ,/F SAVl; ./Ni 111.S. tN0f.ES: ffi•~ou ltee,p U.S. ·not~s in sttiling~, do 
1, Y,ou gene~lly k~p iind holil. EJ;S. ,notes ~ 9ag_.er cun-:ency, or 

do ¥OU insteaq.put t/ie t:J.S. note.sin.@ b;.Jnlt account?* 
Ranked:'ay A:ll lntemall0na/t --· . -
U.S. notes as paper currency 

U.S. notes in a bank account 

Other 

Don't Know/ No Response 

• These questions were not asked in the U.S. 

-· 
Russtl 

; 

(N=15a) 

-

30 

67 

0 

3 

--.., 

eeru l!JifVg~~y: 
(N=1f3.0). .(N~1189) 

.. 

65 51 

34 I I 48 

0 I 2 

1 0 
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■ Internationally currency exchanges are by far the moj t cj mmon 
' so urce for obtaining U.S. notes. 

C6 

W/Jer.e do y,oy generally obtain t!l~s. notes,? ' 

Rt.1$.$i~ F?.ehl W1111guay, 
'Ranke<!/: ljy Ail lmtemati0mal 

• T. - - - - -."II: - -

Currency exchange 53 44 53 

Bank 8 14 I 19 I 
At work I From clients / My salary/income is in 

0 7 4 
U.S. dollars 

ATM 3 1 I 5 I 
From abroad 0 4 I 0 

From friends/family 0 0 I 3 

Other 0 1 2 

Don't Know I No Response 36 30 14 

• This que stion was not asked in the U.S. 14 
I I 



Awareness of New Currency Des·gns 



.Awarre·tr1e·ss Of' Cha. s 
t.o; U. IBri -~ i· iN ete-s 

■ Consistent with the findings from the multi-country exp ora ory 
study and international focus groups, most internation I co sumers 
have not recently heard about changes to the design of U.S notes. 

■ Nearly half of U.S. consumers are aware of the changes 
► As this research was conducted the two weeks prior to the Unvei{ing, his result 

could be due to pre-unveiling media coverage that followed the press 
announcement on August 21st 

'Hive ~ou. seen on Heat.iii @nyUiing. ti1>0·11t ,recent off up.coming cliangu@ the de.sign, Qf some 
l!J;S. '6ills I fl'Ot~ 1 

46% 
26% 

38% 
25% 

53% 
73% 

59% 
74% 

U.S. Russia Peru 

Yes 
No 

Uruguay 

I--. ____ 16 



Mealns of. L·e~ar·ni11,g aftle.ut 
O.han-ges 1-, llllis ,I Ne1te:s 

, .... - - - --- - - ·- ·"" - - -

• Among those who have heard about the changes, tele~ ,isic •n news 
programs are the most common source of information acr1 oss 
countries. I 

!V-, !.--... - !!'.. '!. -~~ -;.- ~-= -- . -
I 

-~--~ 
If; ;4WA'RE @E 'REGEN,Tr QHA'NGES T.C!J 11.S. 'fllll.1$ I. 'N(i)iFES~ Wfiere 
ll@ve ¥OLJ he~rcl about cmtn·gts l,tting ·made to ffie cte•sign otr sQme lll.S. R\tssi" l?.er,q Ur,ugl:!_@f' 
U.S. ·oUli l no{es?. l?.lease-cfioose all ttaat<app,™- (K=411i2) (N=d.67r) '(N=2S5) ( ··-1rs11) 

Jrlanked~f U.S. - - "' , -
On TV news program 47 48 64 45 

In the newspaper 32 14 116 I 13 

From a friend, neighbor or colleague 11 19 l1s 26 

On internet (website) 11 10 13 2 

On radio 10 11 7 I 5 

In a bank 6 11 22 I 15 

In a magazine 6 2 1 I 1 

On TV commercials 6 11 13 9 

I saw an actual bill/ I saw the changes 3 0 0 9 

In a store 3 1 3 I 1 

Currency exchange 0 19 11 11 

Other 3 3 1 3 

Don't Know / No Response 6 1 lo I 5 
r--
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While a quarter of U.S. consumers cannot recall specific~hat they 
r 

• 
have heard, international consumers are likely to be awate o1 : the colo 
changes of U.S. notes. 

IE AWARE'0F·RE<;;ENrF <IJH4NG~S ii'o l:J~S. BIIH:S l 'NGtfES: Wftat\tiave YQY ~ ltl.S. Rus~i.a Rena ~rugqay: s.een or, liejigi? (!)f?EN~END ' 
.._ R£!nf(eat6y l1t S. 'NeA ·2) ·,N= · .&~) (M=2,5) •'(N.::1r58j 

- -·· -· 
Not much / Just remember hearing they were changing it/changing the design / Just 25 19 I 7 I 10 heard something in the media/ I saw the new bills 

Safety features (unspecific) / More precautions to make it harder to counterfeit 20 11 I 7 I 21 

Adding/changing color/ Adding more color / Red, white and blue 19 32 43 37 

Changing the picture / Changing the faces I Bigger portrait I Off centered face/ 
9 13 j 11 I 14 president 

Strip I Stripe I Thread/security thread 6 6 14 I 1 

Watermark 5 10 6 I 3 
"" 

Changing the fifties/hundreds/ large denominations 4 0 I 0 I 10 

Changing the coins / New/changed dollar coin / Changing the quarters I Changing 3 0 0 I 0 the nickels / Changing/ getting rid of pennies 

Changing the twenties 3 1 0 I 7 

Changing the fives 2 2 I 0 I 1 

Different paper/fabric/ fibers/weight/texture 2 3 7 I 6 

Size / Changing the size of the bill / Larger bill 2 1 2 I 8 

Other 14 13 I 15 18 

Nothing / Don't Remember I Don't Know I No Response 15 9 L 4 11 
, 8 



Cba,m9es te, llil;ls t N,ete,s Le.ar,me:d 
Ve·rrl>a.t,im Res p1e:mis,es 

• Safety features (unspecific)/ More precautions to make it harder to counterfeit 

"They're making them less counterfeitable." - U.S. Consumer 

"That they were considering changes to stop counterfeiting." - U.S. Consumer 

''To strengthen US note's security."- Russia Consumer 

"The note's security features will be enhanced to avoid counterfeits. 11 
- Peru Consumer 

"That many features have been added to detect fake notes. 11 
- Uruguay Consumer 

•Adding/changing color / Adding more color/ Red, white and blue 

"They are going to add coloring so they cant be copied." - U.S. Consumer 

"The color is kind of a go/dish-green. 11 

- U.S. Consumer 

"More vivid color on new notes." - Russia Consumer 

"The new note colors look more intense. 11 
- Peru Consumer 

"A change of color, they are not so green." - Uruguay Consumer 

•Changing the picture / Changing the faces / Bigger portrait/ Off centered face/ president 

"New faces on the bills." - U.S. Consumer 

"Pictures of president changing." - U.S. Consumer 

"Portrait has been enlarged." - Russia Consumer 

"The 50-dollar note portrait has been modified." - Peru Consumer 

"That the size of the historic figure's head would change." - Uruguay Consumer 



·Rea1S,clr~ls fer· RedesJg;rtiflfJ 
B:ills-I Nele\s 

■ Both domestically and internationally, most consumer b9ilieve 
that U.S. bills / notes are redesigned to prevent counte1rfeiting. 

In addition to the new $10 1$201 and $50 bills I notes the U.S. Treasury.has released in the past couple ,of;~ears. 
the 11.S. ~reasu,:y intend~ to introduce new cjesigns of other.•,;lenominations. 

-~ . -
Wli:Y. 'clo ¥OU tliin~ the new designs are 'being intr.oquced? 
Ranke<fl 5y All lJ.S. Peru lJraguay 
Mul~~punel): ini l!J. S.; s;ngl~pl:lhdh•-iMtematia,'!EJ1i¥-

To stop counterfeiting 73 73 83 78 

To help people distinguish between denominations 4 5 2 

To make the currency more attractive 4 7 8 

To keep up with the Euro 1 5 1 

Other 4 1 lo 2 

Don't Know / No Response 18 8 9 

I I 
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D eJ111.0jm i n. al,i10 11r1 l .ein.g 
Rede,sl9rrle1cl Ne!'K1 

■ As in the multi-country exploratory study, many internatio al 
consumers feel that the $100 note will be the next to b~ re~ sued. 

~5 bill will be ► In the U.S., a quarter of consumers correctly believe the ~ 
redesigned next. 

- - . ... - -
Wli@t denomination, tfi_af. is., which bill /note i:Jo vo(I, I• 

tliini is IHlin/J; redesigned 11nd iSJ>ueil·,neg,t.? l!I.S. Russia Pet,q J llrug1;1.~YJ 
Ranliei-J ay 11!J. s. 

~ - -- ~ - ·- - -- -~ -
$5 23 8 7 I I 3 

$100 16 37 41 23 

$20 11 0 0 I I 1 

$1 8 0 0 I 0 

$10 5 0 0 I 0 

$50 4 2 0 I 0 

Other 1 0 0 I 1 

Don't Know / No Response 32 52 52 I 73 

I I 
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■ Most consumers across countries who say the $100 bill/ n te will 
be redesigned next cannot cite any specific changes b'ingl made. 

1
• IF. ~A~ $rt.l1lJ •BEING 'REBESIGNEBfNBf!F: WIK,t ·'liave ¥Ol)ln.r.'cJ. 
sl!:!fCificallYiabout·cli@nges Jjelng made to ffie U.S. $100 f}illr n·otei l!J.S. Russl@ Per.u l!JiiUg LfllY: 
C:JRENENP (N~1~) fN=2S5,) (,N:=251t) (N:=18£!) 

t /RIJflked by &. S. -~- - - ' - --
No I None I Nothing I Just know about the other denominations 54 21 47 45 

Color I DifferenU darker/bolder colors / Green I Peach / Gold / Blue / Pink 8 8 111 l 12 

It is different/ Changing the design/ features/details/ Changing them to 7 4 13 4 
look the same as the other new bills 

Harder to counterfeit / Can now tell if its counterfeit I Security features 3 3 la I 1 

Lines/stripe in the bills / The security thread 3 3 la I 1 

The paper / Thickness of the paper I Like fabric 2 1 12 I 3 

Watermark 2 8 Is I 1 

By feel / The texture of the paper 1 1 I 1 I 3 

Picture / Changing the picture 1 2 lo I 1 

Other 8 4 j24 18 

Have not seen one I Don't Know / No Response 19 54 lo 26 

I I 
22 



11110 Cha.rrigres Hea:P<I 
Ve1fi1Da .i1m Res.1)1&;mfse·s 

■ Color/ Different/darker/bolder colors / Green / Peach / Gold / Blue / Pink 

"Colof'i not much else. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

"Putting colors in it. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

"New color to a picture on the note. 11 
- Russia Consumer 

"That they are pinker. 11 
- Uruguay Consumer 

n 

■ It is different I Changing the design/features/details / Changing them to look the same as the other new bills 

"Can't remember but there something different. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

"I expect that it is a continuation of what we have already seen in other bills. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

"The new notes have a better finishing I design. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

"I think they've been already redesigned but I haven't seen them yet. 11 
- Uruguay Consumer 

• Harder to counterfeit / Can now tell if its counterfeit I Security features 

"They are going to change them so they cannot counterfeit them. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

"Prevent international people from making them." - U.S. Consumer 

"Will have more levels of protection." - Russia Consumer 

"The changes have been made on the notes for better control and security." - Peru Consumer 



■ Among those who say the $5 bill / note will be redesignFd lilext, the 
majority also cannot recall specific changes being made j • 

► Benchmark took place prior to Unveiling of $5 

Iii S;(l\Y,: $5 'BEINGfREBESIGNEf> N$: Wli@~have J'Ofl-lieard· 
-,~ .. -

s~ifi~aJiY ,&,ut. tili~IJ(f!JB being maae toithe t/.S. $5 bilUmote? 1U.S. Ry_ss@ Per:u I~ l!Jwgu1M 
0PEH'END (~209) ·~N=4s,· (N~)* 

Ii fN?ll~t 
~anHed by 'l!J. S. ,, . .... -~- -- - - ~ -
No / None / Nothing / Just know about the other denominations 67 29 49 59 

Color / DifferenU darker/bolder colors / Green / Peach / Gold / Blue / Pink 10 12 11 I 12 

It is different / Changing the design/ features/details / Changing them to 4 2 2 6 
look the same as the other new bills 

Lines/stripe in the bills / The security thread 3 2 2 0 

Large/larger picture/ presidenUface 2 2 0 0 

Watermark 2 6 9 0 

Harder to counterfeit / Can now tell if its counterfeit / Security features 1 4 0 6 

Shifting/changing colors 1 6 112 0 

The ink / Ink color I Whether the ink rubs off or not 1 2 lo 6 

The paper/ Thickness of the paper/ Like fabric 1 0 Is 0 

Other 4 14 135 12 

Have not seen one I Don't Know / No Response 11 35 0 12 

* Directional findings due to small sample size 24 



: ChaA·ges 1earrGI: 
lb· m Ne$11)1en1ses 

• Color I Different/darker/bolder colors I Green / Peach / Gold / Blue / Pink 

"Something about changes in color." - U.S. Consumer 

"Color the face." - U.S. Consumer 

"Color of the note has been changed." - Russia Consumer 

"Overlones are being changed in all of them. They are not so green, they have a mix of colors to avoid counterfeits." -

Uruguay Consumer 

• It is different/ Changing the design/features/details / Changing them to look the same as the other new bills 

"Similar changes [to other bills]." - U.S. Consumer 

"It is getting a face make over."- U.S. Consumer 

"New design of the note." - Russia Consumer 

"The note's features will be constantly changed." - Peru Consumer 

• Lines/stripe in the bills/ lihe security thread 

"Strip in the thread." - U.S. Consumer 

"The magnetic strip will be different. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

"Security thread." - Russia Consumer 

"The note's security strip runs by serial number. 11 
- Peru Consumer 

25 



Awareness of Security Featu e 
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■ The vast majority of Americans have received at least one of the 
recently redesigned bills, with the $20 being the most bommonly 
received. 
► Banks or ATMS are the most common sources of the ne,v bi/is. 

·- ~ -· ,~ -
Have.you ceceivecl•one .ot ffle hew $20 tiil~, I• I 

one ofcthe new $,50 6ills, or- one of tlie $10 1
~ U.S. 

bil/si.witli (fie n~ {Jesign yet? 9/ea-se. 
_ sfilecf. alltfflat ajplf.. ~ 

$20 bill 61 

- - -
16 lfl'A·.flE REBEIVlilJJ NEW $,'1.0; $2(),. (!)9 l!J.S. 
~ •'EJ/1!11!.;: ·W~e~ _ did y.ou ·receive ,/r,l,.• I, 

lji 

•• - I• ,,_ 

Bank/ATM I 64 

$10 bill 45 Store I I 22 

$50 bill 29 Friend I 1 

None of the above 20 Other I 6 

Don't Know / No Response 12 Don't Know / No Response I 6 

* These questions were only asked in the U.S. 
I I 
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Ne·w features et 
·New $1 m, 1:21, a,m1<1 $5:0 

■ Unaided, U.S. consumers frequently describe the different c lors on 
the new U.S. bills / notes as new features. 
► l t t· II th . ·t Id t ~ t u .d d n erna 1ona y, e ma1or1 y cou no name any new ea uries rra, e • 

•eleasp ,n_ame oll cles1irll;le', sny•n_~~ fG§(tfr.es o'f·1Jie ne'\V U.S. $£01, $201 a_na, $qt) 
Dills lm~tes. Anythift{I e~? QBEN 'E_ND l!!.S. .Rus$la Pan.11 l\f~gQY 
Ranketl by l!h S. - - ~ ,, - - - ~ 

Color/ Different/ darker/bolder colors / Green I Peach / Gold / Blue / Pink 37 10 I 12 I 12 

Large/larger picture/ president/face 13 2 12 I 2 
No I None I Nothing / Just know about the other denominations 12 5 lo I 5 

Lines/stripe in the bills / The security thread 8 8 110 I 1 

Watermark 8 8 Is I 0 

Off center picture/ president/face 6 0 lo I 0 

It is different / Changing the design/ features/details I Changing them to look the 

lo I same as the other new bills 4 2 1 

Can see a double/ second image/little face 3 1 I 1 I 0 

Denomination I Large/ larger/small/smaller number I Numbers in the corner / Gold 
I 

17 I numbers 3 1 1 

Letters I Print / Big print I Small print 3 0 lo I 1 

Picture / Changing the picture 3 0 lo 1 

The ink / Ink color I Whether the ink rubs off or not 3 0 ·I o 0 

Other 20 12 I - -r '' I I 

Have not seen one / Don't Know / No Response 18 61 60 I 71 28 



llew Featm1rres of .New 11:1, :21, attnldl $!$1 
Ue·rtD.ali1m Rers11r>o111ses 

■ Color I Different/darker/bolder colors / Green / Peach / Gold / Blue / Pink 

"The color, more brown tint, that's all I can think of. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

"Has some new colors, like pinkish, orange." - U.S. Consumer 

''The new note background is glossy reddish. 11 
- Peru Consumer 

''A greener shade. 11 
- Uruguay Consumer 

• Large/larger picture/president/face 

"Faces bigger on the 20.'' - U.S. Consumer 

"Face of a president enlarged on new notes. 11 
- Russia Consumer 

"Enlarged faces of the presidents. 11 
- Uruguay Consumer 

• Lines/stripe in the bills/ The security thread 

n 

"The strip going down the comer of it shows the denomination, when you put it in the light." - U.S. Consumer 

"Metal line through them. 11 
- U.S. Consumer 

• Watermark 

"Security thread strengthens the U.S. note's security." - Russia Consumer 

"The new note's security thread is thicker." - Peru Consumer 

"Markings like a watermark." - U.S. Consumer 

"The 10 dollar bill has a red watermark." - U.S. Consumer 

"More vivid watermark." - Russia Consumer 

"The new note's watermark is sharper." - Peru Consumer 

l- --...------..----=2..;;__9 



S.ereutri• _, Fea-tuies of· 
1·1 I, $,210·, a.lrltGI $5iGl 

■ When asked top of mind specifically about security features, .S. 
consumers most commonly mention the security thread as a ! ew security 
feature on U.S. bills. 

► Other features mentioned internationally included the watermark and 1 he touch I 
feel of the paper. f 

--P.lease name of. ~cfibe any f~atur~ of eit/ief. ·the o/dlor.··iJ,e newil!J;S. -- - ·--- --,._._ 
I 

$10~ $20, or. $50 'bills I hotesltliJt migfit lielp p"eOple detect I 

U.S. 'Russia 
I . 

Pe~ 'O~gqaY. coqntefift}I@. A'pytlj_ing e(se? @REN ENB 
:f!apl<ed oy t!I; §. I•· 

··- - - - - . - - . ~ ~. 
Lines/stripe in the bills / The security thread 15 10 120 I 13 

No / None / Nothing / Just know about the other denominations 14 0 lo I 2 

Color I DifferenU darker/bolder colors / Green / Peach / Gold / Blue / Pink 12 4 j g I 4 

Watermark 11 19 25 9 

Light/ Hold it up to a light 4 1 lo I 8 

By feel / The texture of the paper 3 6 122 I 14 

Can see a double/ second image/little face 3 1 j 2 I 4 

The paper/ Thickness of the paper / Like fabric 3 2 10 I 5 

Use a marker/pen 3 0 0 I 2 

Other 24 23 j23 I 34 

Have not seen one / Don't Know / No Response 26 47 26 44 
~ 
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·s·ecL1i1ni:t~ IF1eala.1 es ·of i •t , . , a.n<d Sl;O 
~erloat irm ~· 1e·s:po1n1}ses 

I 
• Lines/stripe in the bills/ The security thread 

'~ little line, strip that runs through the bill." - U.S. Consumer 

"The new ones have a strip that is there to see by holding up to the light." - U.S. Consumer 

"Double security thread I strip." - Peru Consumer 

"A security strip across the whole note." - Uruguay Consumer 

• Color I Different/darker/bolder colors / Green I Peach / Gold / Blue I Pink 

''The new $10 has different colors." - U.S. Consumer 

"It seems like I have seen different color that wasn't normally used in the past."- U.S. Consumer 

"Color is more difficult for counterfeiting." - Russia Consumer 

• Watermark 

"The color is the best feature to check them." - Uruguay Consumer 

"Watermark when holding up to the light." - U.S. Consumer 

"The watermark on the 20 dollar bill." - U.S. Consumer 

"To add some original watermarks." - Russia Consumer 

"It has a watermark representing the President figure." - Uruguay Consumer 

31 



■ A majority of both U.S. and international consumers are familiar ith the 
watermark on U.S. bills / notes. 
► However, across countries, about a quarter of consumers say th y a e not at 

all familiar, indicating there is room to educate. , I 
I A watermark in the Pi!Per that Joolt, like 11 smaller picture of'tf,e,pptu~it'when Y.Q'I hold it up1t9 •tl1fi ligt,t 

64% 60% 

35% 39% 

I 
U.S. Russia 

,'Is tnls 1e__atilte ~ is on til;S. bills I notes ·.veny 
~milit~ to ¥OU somewfi;Jt1ftl_mil,., no veiiy 
familia;., on not m till familiar. to !)!oy? 
~".;:=~ --- · _..._ .. :.". - -~ 

Very familiar 

Somewhat familiar 

Not very familiar 

Not at all familiar 

Don't Know / No Response 

56% 

34% 

. 

Peru 

l!J.S. 

36 

28 

9 

26 

2 

I 
62% 

Familiar 
Not familiar 

38% 

I . 
Uruguay 

-
P.el?Y • IJ9'19~@Y 

·~ 
32 28 I I 26 

28 28 I I 36 

21 13 I I 20 

18 21 I I 18 

1 iO 2 
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• Once provided with a description, consumers are fami iar ith the 
security thread on U.S. bills / notes. 
► Including 4 in 1 O U.S. consumers who feel they are very familia with it. 

A thin security strip or tliread that·runs up and down th ough tfie ·paper that says the denomination of."the bi//,/ 
note, which you can see when you hold ii up to the light 

63% 61% 
56% 

36% 38% I 34% 

,-

U.S. Russia Peru 

~- - --
Is tfils f&lftl./i'e tfHjt.lf on l!J.S. 1flills,l notes ve,iy ~ 

1 
fa.miliar.1to YO.U; s.omer/litJt..familhfr, not, vei\}r II u,s. l 

~mlllar, Oli ~«?t -~ all' fJ.Ptlll@P to Y,Ol,!1? II ~ 

-- , .. 
Very familiar 42 

Somewhat familiar 21 

Not very familiar 8 

Not at all familiar 28 

Don't Know/ No Response 1 

71% 

28% 
.. 

Uruguay 

--· 

ussla Ptteru 

30 27 

31 29 

19 14 

19 20 

1 11 

I 

I 

I 

Familiar 
Not familiar 

-

WAJgy~y 
.:,·, ,r- .. - . 

I 29 

I 42 

I 14 

I 14 

2 
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■ Consumers are least familiar with the color shifting ink on U.S. n tes. 
► Consumers in Peru are more familiar than those in other countries - iore than 

half indicate they are familiar with the feature . 

A nµmae~ representing the denomination of, the bill'/ note in the bottom right corner of th~ billi I note. tnat 
changes color when you tilt it at different angle~. - -

-
31% 31% 

40% 

54% 

Familiar 
67% 68% 58% Not familiar 

35% 
J 

U.S. Russia Peru Uruguay 

-
Is Oils fea(uiieffiftUs·on ftl.S. 'f,ills linoftPI ve}¥ 

1• - -
{fiil/liarto ifOU~. som~wmitlfabJIIIJI.; noi·ver.y 1)1.S. Russm Peru tYq~ay 
~ -lli_@r., qr: n"Qf.11t all fl(mill~·~¥bu2 _ 

L . _, ·-
Very familiar 13 16 30 I 10 

Somewhat familiar 18 15 24 I 30 

Not very familiar 13 23 13 I I 34 

Not at all familiar 54 45 22 I ?4_ 
I 

Don't Know / No Response 2 1 ~1 2 34 
I I 



• The watermark and security thread are the most commonly used ecurity 
features, domestically and internationally. I I 
► But each feature has been used by less than one-third of U.S. consui ers. 
► While international consumers are more likely than U.S. consum 1 rs t , use all 

three security features. 

• Few outside of Peru have used the color-shifting ink to check! their bills / 
notes, not surprising given that it has the lowest level of familiarity among 
consumers. 

'bl~v.e ,(!)u.-use·d tlflis .'fea.1!1J1r.e · m.s. R~ssia. 
- ~enu ~. . . - , 

IJmgl!la, .. - ,. •~·~.?.:. 
ta eh.eel mane~ ta11 _ · 
eam111telffeits .;,,, ·tf/fl.e .pas·t!'l ¥es N:\:> ~es Ne:> ~es Na ~es ' :Na., ' 
~§}~l~clJ Ji>¥ t!!l: s. me~ . 

Security thread 32 67 46 50 50 42 I 471 51 

Watermark 31 68 49 47 50 41 I 401 59 
Color shifting ink 12 88 22 71 46 44 I 19j 79 

I I 
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■ When asked to choose, consumers are split as to which fe
1
ature 

they are most likely to use to check their bills / notes. 
► The watermark and security thread seem to be more commonly use~ than the 

color shifting ink, but a number, particularly internationally, are uns, ·re. 

@fr;these tf,ree fe11tur:es -:- ffie w11tet1111Jrlt1 ffie s.ecutity threail, u 
anq Ifie nuni · er4tliat cliango cdlor; wfien •tiltedt- which Qfle ar.e 11 

~ou most likely, tQ use to clieclt '}!oun-J,ills I notes ·to 'IQIJRe su,;e 
rf/i.ey ate r,enuine? 
Rankea '13y l:J. s. _ 

Watermark 

Security thread 

Color shifting ink 

Don't Know / No Response 

w.s. 

34 33 

31 16 

20 4 

16 47 

Pety l!Jruguay 

I 

I 23 28 
I 

ia I 41 
I 

I 27 8 
I 

31 I 24 
I 

I I 
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Authentication Behavior 
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Pe·rie.e·tJtii01r1 ef 
Ceun· e1tite1iit'irrlg ·1Pre11Dlle1rn 

■ Nearly all consumers see counterfeiting as a problem. 
► This is particularly true in Peru where nearly 8 in 10 consumers fee co nterfeiting 

is a major problem 

62% 

36o/o 

5% 

U.S. 

Oo Y.OY (hinki coyntetfeiting ofrtfl.S. bill;S I not¥ i,s c1 major,prol;/em, 
minorr. pr.ol;>Tem,, on not a prolilem in our:. I ¥,oue counti;J.? 

'B7% 
,a~!M. 

61'¼ 

29o/o 

17% 18% 
11% 4% 5% 

Russia Peru Uruguay 

■ . jor problem 
inor problem 
ot a problem 
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a counterfeit note, while few have in the other countries. 
► This is consistent with findings from the focus groups and coul~ explain why 

more Peruvians perceive counterfeiting to be a serious problem in tt' eir 
country 

H11ve y_ou ever, been given a, counterfeit U.S. •t,i/11 note? 

-
16% 11% 31% 

11% 

Yes 

79% 85% 86% No 
69% 

' 
U.S. Russia Peru Uruguay 

I 
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L.ih · 0 ~ ·· . : !eei; 
C·a:J1,mie .. ~ _ t· Mele$ 

■ Around half of consumers questioned feel it is at least somewhat 
likely that they will receive a counterfeit bill / note in the future. In 
R ussia and Peru, one in five say very likely. 

·~ 

I ·-
45% 

59% 59% I 

55% Likely 
Not likely 

51% 
36% 38% 34% 

j 
' -. 

U.S. Russia Peru Uruguay 

- -- . 
'How liHfiJJ,·ilb-¥0&1 thin# #is tfiat¥,Qll 

·P.e~ will be gjven aaounteifeltl IIJ~s. •t;il/.1 Y.S. R1:1ssV1 l:Jr:ugl.fay 
,,rote iii tit• futili'e-?. 

,:i .. .,.~ ..:r • ·- - - .. ·- ~ ~ .. 

Very likely 11 21 17 I rn I 
Somewhat likely 34 38 42 I 45 I 
Not very likely 36 24 26 I 29 I 
Not at all likely 15 12 12 I s I 
Don't Know / No Response 4 6 2 

' 
1--1 

I 
I I 
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• Less than half of Americans feel they would be able to detect a 
counterfeit bill. 
► Suggesting that there is still a lot of room for the public education p ogram to 

make impact in the U.S. 

JI ¥OU. were given a count~if. tiil(, ao Y,.OUlif/Jini ¥,ou would be ,1,1e to detect 
-tftaf.,if,was ·ff'ke?* 

42% 

44% 

U.S. 

Yes 
No 

* This question was only asked in the U. S. .___ _ ______ _ 41 



• Consistent with the U.S. focus group findings, despite he 
anticipated likelihood of receiving a counterfeit, few A~eri I ans 
check their bills. 

► In Peru, where concerns about counterfeiting are higher, more ti an 70% of 
I 

consumers check their notes at least sometimes. I 
. ,<,C -
/?.leiJ.S~ thifflf! «oout.,wlien you r.eceive 

1 
l!J.S. bills /.notes In gen-era/; 1f/ow 

'. often woqld_you s,ayy.ou tihec/i, •t/iem' l!J.S. Ru-ss11 P.eity mrtUgu~y ·to make s.ure tliey are nof. cogntel?feit -
always, often4 sometim•, raii/y,ot-
never.?. --- -- -- -
Check (Always+ Often+ Sometimes) 30 48 71 56 

Always 6 22 47 l I 9 

Often 6 14 13 I I 15 

Sometimes 18 12 11 I I 32 
1 

Not check (Rarely + Never) 70 14 12 38 

Rarely 29 8 6 I 23 

Never 41 6 6 15 

Don't Know/ No Response 0 38 17 6 
.. - - - ··- ·· ---- .. 
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F'irrst ~1ealu~e Uis1eGI 1io 
A.11t:lie·ntiea·le Sills: J l ieC·es 

,.,._ ~-· - - -r,. ... - - --l"' ............... -·--• . ...1• ___ ... _.,-,- ............ ~ -·- ·- - ~ - -··-.--- .... _ ... __. ... - "" -

■ Overall, consistent with findings from previous research, the , vate "mark and 
security thread are the most popular primary security feature!: USE d to detect 
counterfeits. 

► In Peru and Uruguay many consumers use the feel and texture of the rote, while 
in Russia many rely on the look of the note. 

....- - -· -
Wliat-is the F.IRSF1thing ¥OU wouJl! look for: to cneci,t< wheQjen a tii/1,I note is i:elll I ulillslRY 011 countitfelt? U.S. RY.~sla F.!erq 
RanRe-ii ay l!J. S. 

~ X - ..... -- - ~-- - . - -- - --
Watermark or the faint image of the portrait that is visible when you hold the bill up to 22 29 25 12 
the light 

Security thread or plastic strip running through the bill that says the denomination of 18 11 12 15 
the bill 

Color shifting ink in the number of the denomination in the lower right-hand corner of 
the bill / The number of the denomination in the lower right-hand corner changes from 13 3 17 2 

' 

copper to green when tilted 

Feel/texture 12 9 I 29 25 
I 

Look 8 27 6 
I 

14 

Paper/ Red and blue lines or threads in the paper {excluding feel) 4 3 I 4 
I 

4 

Portrait/ Face I Large picture 3 4 ~ 4 

Color of background 2 2 tj 1 

Hold up to light 1 0 q 1 

Other 7 ~ d ? -
' r -

Don't Know / No Response 10 l 9 4 19 41 
I ! 



Se·ean,GJ feature Urs'.e;OJ. 1D 
Auitlrl~en·ti1,,ate BillS , 

• Americans also say they would use the watermark, se , uri y thread 
or color shifting ink as a secondary authentication feature! 

- --- ~ --
Wliat ls the SEC@NB thing ~ou would 1b"ok for; to dhect wlietlter. lJ I/Jill is If@/ orr 

~ s. counteiffeit1?·• .. -~-- ~ -

Watermark or the faint image of the portrait or denomination that is visible when you hold thel 
bill up to the light 19 

Security thread or plastic strip running through the bill that says the denomination of the bill I 17 

Color shifting ink in the number of the denomination in the lower right hand corner of the bill 'I 
The number of the denomination in the lower right-hand corner changes color when tilted 14 

Feel/ Texture I Is 
Portrait/ Face I Large picture Is 
Paper/ Red and blue lines or threads in the paper (excluding feel, see above code) \3 
Look 3 

Color of background I 2 

Nothing / I do not look/ I would have someone else check iUtake it to the bank I 2 

Other 6 

Don't Know / No Response 19 

• This qu estion was only asked in the U.S. 44 
J I 



■ Consumers in Russia and Peru feel that subtl
1
ety is 

important more than those in the U S and Uruguay 
' ■ ■ ■ 

-

44% I 
69% 45% 

95% 
Important 

51% 
Not important 

I 

38% 
24% 

'200 -
U.S. Russia Peru Uruguay I • 

--, ... -
Whei11 c:h~lcing bl/Isl notes ¥Oil r,ecelve; flow 
lmpoiitant. is it'.totl;e sul>tle, ang nof obvioi,s #tat ¥Oil ' lll.S. Ryssia Peru ~ ll.lrug14a~ 
l}l'e iifre<ii.ln_'().•to ma!'! lU{te a t,ill{n(lte ls 9f!RU{n'!t ' -
Very important 26 62 48 I 7 

Somewhat important 18 33 21 I ~a 
Not very important 17 1 17 ~1 

Not at all important 34 2 7 17 

Don't Know/ No Response 4 3· - -r , 1, 

45 



■ Americans and Peruvians say the color shifting ink is t D siest 
feature to check discreetly. j 
► While Russians say it is the watermark and Uruguayans prefer the se urity 

thread. 

·Which one of; tf,e thr:ee fe,lftures ~ tne .wate~flc~ the security 
tnt.er1d ot t}Je num'b'er. that eflang~ c9lor·wften tiltiiiJ:~ wo(il{I 
:f.OU be :tt,o._s likely to. µse :if..}!o·u felt ;you w11nted to ~e sufitle 
and not obvious.? 
·i ijnkeq.f..Jy Id~$. 

.,__ - -
Color shifting ink 

Watermark 

Security thread 

Don't Know/ No Response 

-

' 

-

j 

I 
UJ.S. 

~ -
44 

23 

20 

13 

I 
~- ~- - - · 

R ssia l?erq .l!JmJg,Y,Y 
I 

j f 

8 39 9 
I 

52 25 26 
I 
I 

22 24 42 
I 

18 2 23 

I I 

., 
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Confidence in Currency 
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■ Americans and Uruguayans display the greatest confidl n1 in U.S. 
currency. I 
► This could explain why use of U.S. notes is relatively high in Uru ua~ 
► While Russians and Peruvians are only moderately confident 
► These are consistent with findings from the multi-country explor1to1 study 

·"'" - .. --
IJsing a.1 to 7< sc11le., witfl. f ',meaning ·no conticlence 

I 
at'a/1- @nll 'Z m911hihg. a grieal tJe.al ,i~·confii:lence, l!J.S. R1;1$sia ReN l!l1T1;19q~~ iflow mucli confidence would ¥,OLI say (Y'OIJ. nave in tne 

' 
IJ/hitecl Stites q~~ncy? ! 

•&· . 

1 - No confidence at all 3 12 6 I I 1 

2 1 9 6 I I 2 

3 3 13 11 I 4 

4 4 16 23 I 10 

5 15 20 30 I I 27 

6 21 15 16 I 27 

7 - A great deal of confidence 51 10 7 I 27 

% saying 5-7 87 45 53 81 

Don't Know/ No Response 2 3 ~ ~ 

48 



Cha · c :o.oli~dle1filce· 
. S.. C u1rpe,mteJ 

■ While consumer confidence in U.S. currency has held Ste ldy over 
the past year in the U.S., it has decreased in some fordign 
countries, especially Russia. 

Worilg yoy say v.our·confidence ,in l!J.S. cun:ency ha$ incr:e«setl, tJec~secJ q,: ,r:emalned a6out; 
rtne same dyting tJie, pat,f-'Y&.ltf:011 so?. 

,9!¼ 
1% 

47% 

58% 

67% Increased 69% 
Rem~ined the Same 

I 
Deer ased 

46% 
29% 

20% 
10% 

U.S. Russia Peru Uruguay 

49 



"eas :s feir er,e.a~s:e im 
Com,fii1Gle · ·ut~e·n:c1 

■ New counterfeiting measures seem to be a driving force b~hind 
the increase in confidence some Americans express toWartl U.S. 
currency. l 
► Directionally, Russians and Peruvians have greater confidence af a fi suit of 

favorable exchange rates and Uruguayans have greater confidence decause of , 
the U.S. economy. 

---- - - - ~ ~ . ~- - - ·- --
IF G@NFl/!JEN0E lil1AS 1NeREASEB: Why.is tli~t,? w.s. Ry_ssla P.eru lllhlg'!ay 
Ranked /Jy l!J. S. 

p (Ni=1f,7, I) (N=~11)~ (Ne66)* (N=31)* 
Multbpuneli iJ1 l!J.S.; single~pu_n_~JfJ irrifemationally 

~ - --
Counterfeiting/ Counterfeiting measures 61 0 35 I 11 
Change in exchange rate/exchange rate/value of dollar 14 45 41 15 

The new bills/ Changes are being made (unspecific) 10 0 lo I 0 

Economy 5 27 22 I 68 

· General positive: It is good/ They are doing a good job/ Like the 3 9 0 I 2 way things are going, etc. 

I have learned more about it/ This survey has made me more 
aware 

2 0 0 0 

· Specific changes being made 2 0 lo I 0 

I Other 4 0 J5 I 2 

Don't Know I No Response 4 18 - __L -
I J ,l 

* Directional findings due to small sample size 50 



Re.as10ns :r D>•e!e;.r.ease i'm 
·co.flfriliern IU •. I. Cu :CJ 

• Among those who say their confidence in U.S. curren9y has 
d d th h t d t rf ·t· · ecrease 

' 
e economy, exc ange ra e an coun e e~ 1n,·1 

concerns prevail. 

1E c0NE10EileE RAs l!JEesEAs1:0: Why is theft? 
- ~ -

llJ.S. li.u~s$ia P.etiu, Wrug_ua, 
IR4ml<ed D¥ l!J. S. 

(N~) t""=295) (N=1f11i) (N;;:Tlt8l1 ) 
Mulfh.pun<ih 'in l!J(S.; singlf$il}l:ff!.p,, ihterru~tfan~tly __ --
Economy 32 20 15 32 
Change in exchange rate/exchange rate/value of dollar 26 68 55 50 

Counterfeiting/ Counterfeiting measures 22 6 33 4 

Government/politics/ George Bush (specific and unspecific) 7 0 lo I 0 

War in Iraq 7 3 2 I 3 

Terrorism/War on terrorism 4 2 1 I 0 

The new bills / Changes are being made (unspecific) 3 0 0 I 0 

General negative: It is not good I Do not like the way things are 2 0 0 I 4 going / It is not like it used to be, etc. 

Other 7 0 I 1 I 3 

Don't Know / No Response 5 1 I 1 3 

51 
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■ 
• Th 

co 

. u oseIn ruguay an dR ussIa are f . I airy con fd I 

nsumers in Peru are less certain. 

- - ·- - ·-· 
IJJsing.-a.4 to .1; scale, with rt m911ning n'e con'fidence EJt 
~II - ana Z mf!aning a great de111 of:.coh'fiiflence, fi9w e·us.~hl 
·rh1;1tih cot1fiaen.ce wo~Jcl 'J!.OU siy yoq_ Have in ffif ·Euro? 

1 - No confidence at all 6 

2 3 

3 7 

4 17 

5 19 

6 24 

7 -A great deal of confidence 16 

% saying 5-7 59 

Don't Know / No Response 7 

• This qu estion was not asked fn the U.S. 

en In e U1 ·ow 
' 

18 

- ...-, 

9eru l!Ji:qgu_aJ 

· - "'·,:.,. ,._ 
9 I 1 I 
6 I ol 
8 I 3 1 

11 I 91 
16 I 1sl 

13 231 

9 301 

38 68 

27 I 191 

52 
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Cenlid.e.mte . - H1o'm1e Cu -1re~ff11CSf 1n 
_-;•.,,,;;,...----- --"' ~ - - _.,....._..._,.,.r.""' - - ..... - ..T- ~- _......, -~-·-- -- , - ~·- -- ·~ -

ssians, Peruvians and Uruguayans are all highly confidE ■ Ru 
the 

ntin 
ir own country's currency. 

V•'- ,, - ·-

'Using ·a ll to 'Z sc.ale, with i m~aning no confidence 11t 
all - ,an't! i meaning @ gteat-·il&J1I" o. confidence..1 .fiow Russia ' l?ey.._.i llrng,tta¥ mucff r;tJn'fidence would ¥OU say. yoy 'fial,e. ·in ~ou~ 
cbuntiys {;1,1r~ncy? 

- - a -
1 - No confidence at all 2 3 I 2 1 

2 2 5 I 3 1 

3 5 7 sl 
4 10 12 10 1 

5 19 26 I. 111 
6 25 25 24 j 

7 - A great deal of confidence 36 22 38 

% saying 5-7 80 73 79 

Don't Know / No Response 2 0 I 1 I 

* This qu estion was not asked in the U.S. 53 
I I 



Rea:s·e1n1 - fe,r ,cefie1rrrin.911 te 
S.a~-e I lrS 

■ Peruvian consumers cite U.S. currency's stable exchanP ate as the 
top reason to save in dollars, while Uruguayans are attracte:d by its 
investment opportunities and Russians use it during th~ir t riavel. 
► U.S. currency's common use in everyday life also prompts Urugukyans to save in 

u .S. currency. 

- --- . . -, ,., -
IF- ·P,REFER SAVilf!ilGS IN DO~b.'JXRS: Why is thc!t:r" Ru..1sia, Ber.u l!Jrqguav. 
Rar:ikf1tl by A.JI 'lhfemational ~ (NP.63:)ft· (~=1~) -- (Ne;236-)t 

- ~:-, 'P - ,, ~ ..-.... - ~- - • I~ ell"--~~ ~-T _. 

Has stable exchange rate 32 53 [23 
Has investment opportunities 8 25 38 

Is commonly used in everyday life 19 19 133 

Is used at preferred travel destination 37 12 I I 14 
It is worth more 0 6 14 
Habit / I am used to it / The one I know the best 8 0 I 1 
I save more / That way I do not spend them 2 0 13 
I trust it more than the rest/ It is safer/ I won't lose/ I 

2 1 3 
have more confidence in it 

Other 2 3 3 

Don't Know / No Response 3 0 2 

* Directional findings due to small sample size 
* This question was not asked in the U.S. : : 54 



■ 

Rease1nls. fe·r P·reteiFri frl't9J 10. 
s-a;~e· im M&rtlile Cu1rrreJr11c.f 

•• ""I:-;~- ..ri- -- ....... ... ·- ... - - - .~~ _ ..... 
:,-"',,..,..,..,.,,, ~ _....,_ __ _ 

Those who prefer to save in their own country's currenc.y dI so 
mostly because it is commonly used in their lives. 
► Peruvians say their currency's stable exchange rate is another m ljor eason. 

I~ ~REEER SAVilNGS IN f.10ME Gl!JRREN€¥:\l'i~v is that?*· . 7 - I 
F.?ankffd~b?I A.1/ 1htem.atianal 1 

Is commonly used in everyday life 

Has stable exchange rate 

Is used at preferred travel destination 

Has investment opportunities 

I trust it more than the rest / It is safer/ I won't lose / I have 
more confidence in it 

Habit / I am used to it / The one I know the best 

Other 

Don't Know / No Response 

• This question was not asked in the U.S. 

!Rus.sia 
1(N~09.) 

73 

21 

8 

2 

1 

0 

1 

2 

Bery 
((Ne300), 

50 

46 

2 

7 

5 

0 

2 

1 

l 

I l!Jrrggg,1 
(J(=1~11) ~ .. 

73 

I 19 

I 2 

I 2 

4 

2 

4 

3 

I 
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Interest Level 

56 



: .rest· im .~e.ar, 1 91 a1J:0ut 
: Ge~ . e:al :I · J· N10le"S 

• Interest in learning about the continued redesign of U.S. bi Is is 
strong, especially in Peru - likely due to concern abou 1 

counterfeiting in the country. 
► Uruguayans are the least interested in le ing about the chang s. 

73% 64% 53% 
Interested 
Not interested 

26% 35% 40% 
16% 

U.S. Russia Uruguay 

' - -
ave,i1ill* lioW i~e4•wo',jlij ¥OU Be in liearfng, 
or.·tesiQfig a'lio(ltthe continufftl,i.f1ileslg'fl df.lU:S. l!J.S. r?.eifU Uruguai 
t;illsl note.s on television, in meg/JZ}lfes,, In 
newsja~ o~ orilln_e?.* 

Very interested 30 27 50 12 I 
Somewhat interested 43 37 35 41 I 
Not very interested 12 13 12 33 I 
Not at all interested 14 22 4 7 I 
Don't Know / No Response 1 1 0 I 8 

I 57 



.e·rrest ,· ~ l , 1 alb:eul 
.e·d•e'S1irg flrQ:d t1 :11 

■ Similarly, interest in learning specifically ab~ut the redl sigh of the 
I 

$100 note is high among foreign countries, particularly in ~eru. 
► Indicating international consumers would be open to communications around 

the redesign I 
1 

'""' ~ 

61% ' ff 53% 
83% Interested 

Not interested 

39% 40% 

~ 16% j 
Russia \ Peru J Uruguay 

I 

· ·@v.elilk 1tow inte~tea .would ;yqu.fie in he.@rl, ~ ,._ · 
,~.,. ~ - ·-- - - .-

r&'fcPng a'#jout,the ~igf1 ofitfie 11.s~ ,r100 not; 11 Ryu I RelfU .l!Jr:ug14ay, 
on te)ev/sion. in m~nes.J In ne~ or. I j 

otiline?* 
l 

. ·~ · - ;1 -
Very interested 27 47 12 I 
Somewhat interested 34 36 41 I 
Not very interested 16 12 I 32 I 
Not at all interested 23 4 I a I 
Don't Know / No Response 1 0 r ' 

• This question was not asked in the U.S. 58 



• 

C,en0ern-al'& 1t :Chatnrgres 
t-0 I ll,l,s .I I ele\s ... -· - . 

Most consumers are not concerned about the continu d r I design 
of U.S. bills / notes. 
► However, this concern is slightly higher in Peru. 

38% 
21% 

26% 
57% 

Concerned 
Not concerned 

77% 67% 
43% 

U.S. Russia Peru Uruguay 

f.low aonc~med are vou af;.~dtt,e 'fa® 
t/i11t,1dlillflJ- ar.e ·con~nuingl'to '{je •made U.S. IRyssia P.eru ·IJ~gQ,My 
to the wa~ spme IJkS. IJl/1s t notes lao_'R,? 

I Very concerned 11 6 19 31 
Somewhat concerned 27 15 38 231 
Not very concerned 25 38 27 s1 I 
Not at all concerned 35 39 16 1s l 
Don't Know / No Response 2 2 1 r--

I 59 



Re·aSDfil'.S . ~ 'CelfllilS 
a IQio:UI' 1an giejs 

• In Russia and Peru, the greatest concern about the con 1inued 
redesign is that it will actually lead to more counterfeiti~g. j 
► Co fi . d th ,·a·t f Id t I t p d 

u~ 
n us,on an e va, ,yo 0 no es are a so op conce "'ns ,n eruan 
uguay respectively. 

.. 
. ~ -~ ~ - • I . .;;;-

IF- e@N.eERNEB AB(i)IJJ.'IF €lfl1ANGES: Wli~t Ryssia l?eru 111rruguaY,· •S~ifi~II~ afe yoy conc.errnecl a6outQ* 
Bankee1Jy All tntematianal 

(N;::~'29) (N=f59J (N1=35~1) 
. .. ...... - -- . - c.~, 

I 

There will be more fakes, forgeries, counterfeits 23 34 9 
I 

Too many versions will cause confusion 13 28 20 
t 

Old notes will no longer be accepted 10 15 26 
I 

Old notes will be worth less than new notes 19 9 ~ 
There will be an insufficient supply of new notes 15 4 1? 

Banks will charge a fee to exchange old notes 10 4 1 
There will be long lines to exchange or tum in old notes 9 4 1 
Other 0 0 ~ 

I 
Don't Know I No Response 1 1 18 

I 

* This questio n was not asked in the U.S. 60 
I I 



• While the majority of Russians know that older U S 
remain valid, nearly half of Peruvians and Urugu~y~n trtinl that 
they will have to be exchanged. 
► Indicating a need to educate these consumers about the valiclity of 

older U.S. notes. 

ir · - . - ~ - · 

:{!>.o you ffiinki o/tlerd!l.S. notes will always '!lJh1fin valiil anq 
keep t/Jeiri valufl, oir ijb y.011 think< o/de,;, IJJ.S. notes will lia,ve 
ito l)e e~changfil 'fotr n.ewer. on~ at some t[me?* 

'Ban~ee ~~-All lmternationa( _ _.,_ ~ _ ·~ 

Will remain valid 

Will have to be exchanged for newer ones 

Don't Know / No Response 

* This question was not asked in the U.S. 

68 42 I 29 1 

23 49 47 

9 a I 24 1 

I I 
61 



. ~ m10e ef lea fljl;i' n,g· a t+,re ul 
C1h1an1m·es le Is If N10tes 

• The majority of consumers across countries recogniz~ the 
importance of learning about the changes made to U.S. cu~rency. 

880/o 80% 910/o 640/o 
mpo an 

Not ir 1portant 
I ft t 

110/o t6% 240/o 
R~ . ·-

U.S. Russia Peru Uruguay 

-- _, • t, , 

lflc,w /hfeo~nt db 'XOl.f tflin'li •/trlis for. 
plfQple iii JIQUi; counthy to hear. ~oyttflie l!Ji.S. Ru•~lai Peru ·ll.Jr.yg1;111y aliarff8fJ aon'tinulng~ maili to tlie I; 

w,y ~ome til.S. tiills t not~ /alt,? 
' - ' ;.__ •r.ca. _& - -

I 
Very important 54 26 61 20 

I 

Somewhat important 34 54 30 
I 4f 

Not very important 6 11 6 2 

Not at all important 5 5 2 ~ 
I I 

Don't Know/ No Response 1 3 1 13 
I 

62 
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Mesi ltrmipo t lnle,rnat 
to,, C·e.m mum ifca1le 

• As reflected in the multi-country exploratory study, many R1 sia s and 
Peruvians feel the most important thing to be told about the "edesigned 
notes is the specific procedures to use the security features. 

► Those in Uruguay are more likely to feel that the date of release is th emost 
important thing to communicate. 

1r- -- - - - - - ~-"'" " 
li1 What ao ~ou think is the -most i p:ol@nt, tliing,tliat;'P.&Qple-in 

I 
vouf. counfjy nee11'1o 1$ tfold about tt,ese notes.?* RU.$Sia 1'4 P.eru UriJ~U8¥· 
/Ranked hy-'A1/ 1ntematiana 

~ • ~~ ~"J-. - - -- - - -- -
~ __ , 

Specific procedures to check for security features 38 40 I 15 

Where to find information about security feature/ counterfeiting 11 30 I I 19 

When the new designs will be released 9 12 I 29 

Old and new notes will have the same value 13 6 I I 6 

Old notes will remain valid indefinitely 9 4 I I 7 

There is no need to exchange old notes for new ones 6 3 I I 4 

Prediction of the exchange rate 5 0 I I 0 

Other 0 1 I I 1 

Don't Know / No Response 7 3 I I 19 

* This question was not asked in the u_ S. 63 



Awar.emes:s of Jte,91ular Ch·a1r11g.es 
te Cwr1r1e1mcr 

• Few realize the frequency with which U.S. currency will be 
changed in the future, especially in Uruguay. 

Ate ¥OU aware· (hat,;n ofc!et to stai fflea'cJ, of countetfeitets, tfJe u~s. c1,1trency 
wilt be changjng e.vel\Y 7-rtO yeQrs?. 

18% 20% 17% 
3% 

77% 80% 
94% 

U.S. Russia Peru Uruguay 

Yes 
No 

64 



-ffieet = _ :o.nce1rim a1b101~rt 
C Iraan g·es t' u 1Je1n.e.y 

• After learning about the regular changes to U.S. currency, Peru i the 
only country where most consumers express concerns abou these 
changes. 
► Which reflect Peruvians' concerns about counterfeiting in their count' . 

- ~ 
r 

I 

( 29% 
39% 

58% 
29% 

Concerned 
Not concerned 

59% 70% 63% 

I \ 
41% 

) 
I ' \!eru/ l 

U.S. Russia Uruguay 

-
"' - ---

How aoncem"ed <fq:@fffi.fj_ malt~ yo(I 
~tlie ffflf!lles coming fo lil.S. U.S. R~sift ,eer.1:1 1-'lillg,lfflY-, 
C.UifehO}(l 

, 
,_ ~ 

Very concerned 14 10 18 ! 4. 
I 

Somewhat concerned I I 

25 19 40 25 
I 
I 

Not very concerned 27 35 30 48 
I 

Not at all concerned 
t 

32 35 11 15 

Don't Know / No Response 1 1 0 I 8 

t I 
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GiCDOJ:61 W -· · .e l\nt0, .. 
Cfrlian,mes te sf N1etel ~ 

• As in the multi-country exploratory study and focus groups, :elevr.sion 
news programs would be the best way to communicate with Jon~umers 
about changes to U.S. bills/ notes both in the U.S. and internr tio,ally. 

Wliicfl •o~ tlf~ f~llowtng woJJil 'Ile good w~ys to- ~ 
getinfotmatiQn to y,ou·@fiout chilng11$ to 111.S. 
ibills ./ notes? ,Rf ease 1fe//. me all t}j~t aggly_. 

, RF!l}._kf!fl by bl: S. _ _ _ 

TV news programs 

Advertisements on TV 

Newspaper articles 

Ads in newspapers 

Radio news programs 

A website on the Internet 

Ads on the radio 

Ads on the Internet 

Ads in magazines 

Magazine stories 

Don't Know / No Response 

ll.l.S. 

62 

41 

40 

32 

31 

26 

26 

23 

21 

21 

3 

Rqssia Peru, lJrl;Jg~a~ 
1 

77 85 74 
I 

24 22 711 
26 24 

6 16 

17 27 

18 6 

5 13 

12 9 

3 1 

14 3 

1 0 
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• !he most effective spokesperson for the changes to U.S. ~otes 
internationally would be both an American and someo 1e f1·om the 
consumer's own country. 

- - .. - ·1'. 1 
•.•, - ... ~ 

Qo you ffiini it woulcl 6f, ljest to heali ~fioqt these 
I new cfltlng.es'ifrom 11 ••• ?* Ruisi.a l?.erru l!Jlillguay 

~anked l5y eAl/i lnternaljenal 
. ~ - . ~ ~ - ·- - 'L 

Both an American and your country's spokesperson 48 52 35 

Spokesperson from your country 33 29 149 I 
American spokesperson 14 12 110 I 
Don't Know / No Response 5 7 7 

* This question was not asked in the U.S. 
I I 
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The results from this pre-$5 Unveiling Benchmark Questionn ire will 
serve two purposes as the program unfolds: 

1) As a baseline for measuring changes in awareness ler els
1 
as a 

result of Unveiling and Day of Issue of the $5 note and $100 note 

2) As an input that will shape strategic planning for customi ed 
outreach to the U.S. and other key countries in order to aximize 
the impact of the public education and awareness prdgra · 
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